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2 , TERMS . OF REFERENCE 
At the 1982 Statutory Meeting of ICES it \•Tas decided (C.Res,l982/2:5:l0) 
that the North Sea Roundfish Working Group should meet at ICES head-





assess catch options for 1984 inside safe biological 
limits for cod, haddock and whiting in Sub-areas IV, 
VI and Divisions VIId,e, 
advise on possibilities other than by mesh regulations 
to improve the exploitation pattern on these stocks, 
review which data are available in the Working Group 
files for evaluating density dependence in the para-
meters of the models used in fish stock assessment, 
specify deficiencies in data required for assessments, 
3· INTRODUCTION 
At the 1981 meeting of the l'iorking Group a new method \vas introduced, the 
Gamma method, for determining on an objective basis the levels of fishing 
mortality in the most recent year. The resultant values ofF were then 
used to initiate the Virtual Population Analysis (VPA), There v1ere sub-
sequently some criticisms of the Gamma methodmainly on the grounds that it did 
not allow for catchability varying with time. At the 1982 meeting the 
Working Group used a nevl method, the Rho method, which made allowance 
for changing catchability, and this method was considered by ACFM to be 
generally acceptable, Shortly before the 1983 North Sea Roundfish 
Working Group meeting there was a meeting of the Working Group on Methods 
of Fish Stock Assessment \vhich, inter alia, examined the currently avail-
able methods which use catch and effort data to determine F values in 
the most recent year, As there was only one week betv1een the meetings, 
members of the Roundfish Working Group did not have adequate time to 
assimilate and implement fully the recommendations of the Methods Working 
Group. Thus, the Roundfish Working Group had to adopt a pragmatic 
approach to the problem of tuning the VPAs by using the best of the 
methods for which computational software was available, 
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Three methods were attempted this year: 
(a) The Armstrong-Cook method as the method preferred by the 
Methods Working Group; 
(b) The Rho method for continuity and comparison with the 1982 
assessments; 
(c) The Lewy method, which is a development of the Rho method, has 
the advantage that it calculates catchability at a fleet-
disaggregated level, 
These methods are described in greater detail in Section 5· 
ACFM was critical of the Report of the 1982 meeting of the Working Group 
"because of the way the Working Group appeared to have discarded the 
IYFS data, although the difficulties in obtaining reliable estimates of 
recruiting year classes were appreciated", It was not the intention of 
the Working Group to discard the IYFS data, but during the 1982 meeting 
it became apparant that the difficulties in interpreting these data 
were greater than the Group was able to resolve in the available time, 
An International Gadoid Survey Working Group has been convened to meet 
in 1983 to examine the problems associated with the prediction of recruiting 
year class strength from survey data, Unfortunately, the Gadoid Group 
is not due to meet until July and consequently the Roundfish Working Group 
had to make its estimates of recruitment (see Section 6) in the absence of 
any advice, which might be given. 
4. REVISIONS TO DATABASE 
Estimation of the Age Frequency Distributions of Haddock Discarded in 
Division VIa, 1965-77 
Estimates of the numbers of haddock discarded at each age by Scottish 
vessels exist for the period 1978-82, These data were used to estimate 
the average number of haddock discarded per fish landed for ages l to ll 
for each Scottish gear. Estimates of numbers discarded at each of these 
ages were then obtained for the period 1965-77 using the relationship 
D(a,y,g) = L(a,y,g) • X(a,g) 
where a refers to age, y refers to year, g refers to gear, L refers 
to number landed, X is average number discarded per fish landed 
and D refers to discards, 
In many cases no fish are landed at age 0, and it is therefore not possible 
to estimate the number discarded per fish landed, For this age group 
discards were estimated using the following relationship 
K(g) 
where E refers to fishing effort and K is the average ratio of discards 
per unit effort determined from data for the period 1978-82. 
The values obtained by these methods are of course rather crude and it is 
hoped to improve on the estimation technique in the near future. 
Mean weight at age for discards for the period 1965-77 was assumed to be 




This was the only major revision to the database other than updating for 
the last two years, Updated total weights and total numbers for North Sea 
cod, haddock and whiting stocks can be found in Tables 4.1 - 4.3. 
5. DETERMINATION OF FISHING MORTALITY RATES IN THE LAST DATA YEAR 
As mentioned in Section 3, the Working Group attempted to use three 
methods for determining F in the last data year: 
(a) The Rho method 
(b) The Lewy method (see Appendix) 
(c) The Armstrong-Cook method. 
The program for the Rho method \vas available on the ICES computer, for the 
Lewy method on the Charlottenlund computer, and for the Armstrong-Cook 
method on the Aberdeen computer, 
Individual fleet catch and effort data were available as indicated in the 
text table below, which also shows which fleet data were excluded from 
the final analysis. 
+ indicates data available 
X indicates fleets excluded from final analysis 
--
North Sea West of Scotland 
Fleet 
Cod Haddock Whiting Cod Haddock Whiting 
I Scottish Trawl + X + + + + + 
Seine + + + + + + 
Light Trawl + + + + + + 
Ne:Ehro:Es Trawl + X I + X + X + X + X I + X English Trawl + + X + X + X + X 
Seine + X + X + X I i I Netherlands Beam Trawl + 
An initial decision was made to exclude the Scottish Nephrops trawl fleet 
data f~om all stocks b:cause it was felt that these data are inappropriate 
for th1s purpose, Engl1sh trawl and English seine data had to be excluded 
from the haddock and whiting analyses as there were no fleet discard data 
available, 
Preliminary runs were made with both the Rho and the Lewy methods for the 
North Sea stocks and with the Rho method for West of Scotland stocks, 
In general, the results for the methods were in good agreement, The Le1>1y 
method has the advantage that q values for each age in each year are 
calculated for each fleet separately. Plots were therefore made of q 
against year for each age/fleet combination, On the basis of these plots 
it \vas decided to exclude some additional fleet data before proceeding to 
the final analysis. For both haddock stocks both methods calculated 
F values for a number of age groups which were unrealistically high. The 
data for the North Sea haddock stock were transmitted to Aberdeen for 
use in the Armstrong-Cook program. The results from this method also 
gave unacceptable values for a number of age groups and none of these 
methods could be used this year for haddock, Logistical problems did 
not permit the Armstrong-Cook analysis to be extended to other stocks, 
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Although the results from the Rho and Lewy methods were generally in good 
agreement (see below) a decision had to be made as to vrhich sets of F 
values were to be used in the assessments. The Working Group considered 
that the Lewy method was in principle preferable to the Rho method because 
it enabled the q values to be calculated on disaggregated fleet data, In 
addition, the program for the Leivy method incorporated a calculation of 
the coefficient of variation for the estimated F values, However, because 
of the convenience of access to the Rho method on the ICES computer, 
because the Rho method used the ICES VPA program, and in order to allow 
some comparison vri th the previous year's assessment, the Working Group 
decided to use the output from the Rho method, Input data, Gamma values, 
Rho values and regression analyses are given in Tables 5.1 - 5,12, and 
plots of the Rho values against time are given in Figures 5.1 - 5.6. 
The text table below give the F values in 1982 for North Sea cod and whiting 
estimated by the two methods and also shmvs the 95% confidence limits 
associated with these estimates as calculated by the Lewy method, It should 
be noted that this confidence interval represents a minimum figure, as it 
relates only to the estimate of F from the regression line and does not 
include any error associated with the catch numbers and effort data. 
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Preliminary indices of abundance for the North Sea stocks for the 1982 and 1981 
year classes were available from the 1983 IYFS. Indices were calculated as: 
(a) IYFS standard survey arithmetic mean index, 
(b) Burd-Parnell arithmetic mean index based on rectangles fished in all years; 
(c) Burd-Parnell geometric mean index based on rectangles fished in all years, 
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These indices are tabulated together with VPA year class strength estimates 
in Tables 6.1-6.3, 
Plots were made of the various indices against VPA year class strength 
estimates, and for North Sea/West of Scotland relationship for VPA year 
class strength estimates, These plots for the IYFS standard arithmetic 
mean indices are reproduced in Figures 6.1-6.6 and Tables 6.4-6.6 and 
give the calculated coefficients for straight line geometric mean regressions. 
The North Sea Roundfish Working Group did not wish to anticipate discussions 
expected to take place in the International Gadoid Survey Working Group 
(IGSWG).However, the Working Group suggests that the following points 
relating to the interpretation of IYFS data might be considered by the 
IGSWG: 
(l) What is the best computational method for deriving a survey 
index and, in particular, should the index be based on 
arithmetic or geometric average? 
(2) For estimation of absolute year class strength: 
(2a) Is a straight line relationship appropriate? 
(2b) If a line is fitt~d should a predictive or a GM regression 
be used? 
(2c) Should a fitted line be forced through the origin? 
(2d) Are there other means than the available linear regression 
techniques to reduce the coefficient of variation of the 
estimates? 
(3) Is the variance of the data sufficiently small for a useful 
prediction to be obtained? 
The indications from the 1983 IYFS are that the 1982 year classes for all 
three species in the North Sea are of relatively lovr abundance, 
Interpretation of the recruitment data is discussed for each stock in 
the appropriate section, 
7 , NORTH SEA COD 
7 .l Catch Trends (Table 7.1 and Figure 7 .LA) 
Provisional nominal landings in 1982 were 251 361 tonnes, compared to 
290 296 tonnes in 1981, Unreported landings of 20 303 tonnes in 1981 and 
4 573 tonnes in 1982 were also included in the Working Group estimates of 
landings. 'l'he TACs agreed between EEC and Nor\vay for 1981 and 1982 
(220 000 tonnes and 235 000 tonnes respectively) were thus exceeded by 
90 649 tonnes and 20 182 tonnes in these tvro years, 
7.2 Age Composition (Table 7.2) 
There were no revisions to the data base other than updating of the 1981 
data and addition of 1982 data, As sho\m in the text tab le on p. 6, only 
a very small proportion of the landings was not covered by sampling. As 
in previous years, discards and industrial fishery by-catches were not 






NORTH SEA COD 









Human consumption Belgium, Denmark,England, i 303 467 310 599 
landings Federal Republic of 
Germany, Netherlands, 
Scotla.nd, France 
Discards Netherlands, Scotland 10 919 Not known I 
I ! I 
--I 
1982 Industrial by-catch Norway 368 Not known 
Human consumption Belgium, Denmark,England, 248 397 255 934 
landings Federal Republic of 
Germany, Netherlands, 
Scotland, France 









7.3 Recruitment (Table 7·5 and Figure 7.l.B) 
The numbers of fish of the 1981 and 1982 year classes were estimated 
from IYFS-VPA plots. 
~2~!-l~~E-~!~~~ 
This was estimated at 180 million fish at age 2 from the 1983 IYFS, 
using the correlation with VPA, which is highly significant. The catch at 
age 1 in 1982 implies an F value of 0.27 (the highest recorded value for 
this age group) and a stock number at age l of 290 millions. This value 
is supported by the English groundfish survey estimate of 260 millions 
at age l. Last year there were uncertainties about the size of this 
year class as estimated by the IYFS at age 1. The Working Group used a 
value of 210 millions and ACFM finally adopted a value of 138 millions. 
The Rho estimate of F at age 1 in 1982 is 0.20 which implies a stock 
size of 388 millions. However, the Rho plot for this age group has a 
high variance probably due to the effects of discarding. The IYFS 
estimate is, therefore, preferred. 
!2~~-l~~E-~~~~~ 
The IYFS in 1983 indicates a very low abundance for this year class. 
Inspection of various IYFS indices plotted against VPA showed that all 
gave a similar value for year class strength, since the scatter of 
points is reduced near the origin. The 1982 year class is indicated to 
be similar in size to the poor year classes of 1971, 1973, 1975 and 
1980. The mean of these year classes is 110 millions and this value 
was adopted as the estimated size of the 1982 year class at age 1. 
~2~2-l~~E-~!~~~ 
This was assumed as 202 millions at age 1, the average recruitment for 
the years 1963-79• 
7•4 Weight at Age (Table 7.3) 
Stock mean weights were assumed to be the same as catch mean weights. 
For predictions of catch in 1983 and 1984, mean weights were calculated 
as arithmetic means for the period 1977-82, 
7·5 Fishing Mortalities in 1982 (Table 7.4) 
!:-~~-~~~-! 
Two estimates were available for this age group: that from the Rho method 
which gave 0.20 and that implied by the IYFS recruitment estimate which 
indicates an F of 0.27. The latter value is the highest yet seen in 
the VPA for this age group but is the preferred value, for the reasons 
described in Section 5· 
!:-~~-~~~~:£-~~~::: 
These were estimated using the Rho method as described in Section 5. Catch 
and effort data were available for 6 fleets and these were examined 
separately using the Le>vY method, This showed that in 2 fleets the 
variance about the regression line was rather higher than in the other 
4 fleets. Exclusion of these 2 fleets in the Rho method gave slightly 
higher values for the correlation coefficient for older age groups and 
therefore the F values estimated are based on 4 fleet data sets. The 
F values obtained from using the data from all 6 fleets are in fact 
similar to the 4 fleet data. 
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The estimate at age 2 is higher than those previously estimated for this 
age by VPA, but the other values are similar to recent average levels, 
The F values on the older age groups are lovrer than those indicated by 
the Rho method in last year's assessment. Although both sets ofF 
values 1vere estimated using the Rho method, this year's catch and effort 
data were updated by including Dutch data and by excluding fleet data 
showing relatively high variances. In addition, there were some revisions 
to English catch/effort data. 
7.6 VPA Results (Tables 7•4 and 7.5, Figures 7.l,A-B) 
Mean F on ages 3-8 increased between 1963 and 1972 but has remained 
relatively stable in subsequent years, Recruitment has fluctuated between 
78 and 444 millions at age l, Spawning stock biomass declined steadily 
from 1968 to 1978 but this trend has subsequently reversed. 
1·1 Equilibrium Yield for Average Recruitment (F~gure 7,1,0) 
This was calculated using mean weights and mean Fs averaged over the 
period 1977-82, Yield was calculated for an average recruitment of 
202 millions at age l (1963-79), The maximum yield is estimated at 
315 000 tonnes at an F of 0,18 compared to recent average F (1977-82) 
of 0,74, 
7,8 Catch Predictions 
Input data are given in Table 7,6, The mean weights and exploitation. 
pattern are the average for the period 1977-82. Results are given in 
Tables 7•7 and 7,8 and graphed in Figure 7,l.D. 
!2~2. 
Two assumptions 1vere considered: 
Assumption l: F83 = F82 
In this case a catch in 1983 of 223 000 tonnes at a mean F of 0.73 is 
produced. Last year's prediction was 200 000 tonnes at a mean F of l,Ol, 
Assumption 2: Catch83 = TAC = 240 000 tonnes 
Following this assumption F will increase by 12% to 0,82. 
!2~1 
Catches and spawning biomasses were calculated for a range of Fs for 
both options in 1983, At constant F, catches in 1984 are predicted at 
183 000 tonnes under Assumption l, and 169 000 tonnes under Assumption 2 
(F84 = F82)• The decreased catches in 1984 are primarily the result of 
the low abundance of the 1982 year class, 
8, COD IN DIVISION VIa 
8.1 Catch Trends (Table 8,1, Figure 8,l.A) 
Provisional nominal landings in 1982 were 21 544 tonnes compared to 
23 950 tonnes in 1981, Despite the decrease in landings in_l982, the 
quantity was nevertheless high compared to recent levels, The TAC 
recommended by ACFM for 1982 was 17 000 tonnes, 
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8,2 Age Composition (Table 8,2) 
Details of data supplied for the past 2 years are given in the text table below, There >•rere no changes in the VPA input data for years prior to 1981. The data base does not include estimates of discards, 
Nations supplying Weight represented 
age composition by age composition 
Year data 
1981 England, Ireland, 16 222 Scotland 
1982 England, Ireland, 21 485 France, Scotland 
8,3 Recruitment (Table 8,5, Figure 8,l,E) 
!2~!-l~~E-£!~~~ 
Total % represented 
weight by age corn-
caught J20Sition 
23 921 68 
21 740 99 
The VPA correlation 1vith the North Sea is non-significant (l year old) or 
only just significant (2 years old) and so it was decided to use an average 
value ofF to determine the strength of this year class, The mean for 
the period 1977-79 (0,10) was selected, and this results in an estimate of 21.3 millions at age 1. This is the largest year class yet seen in the VPA but this estimate is supported by Scottish cpue data (Table 5.3). Although the Rho method is potentially less reliable for this age group, 
the estimate of 20.7 millions, which it indicates, is very close to the 
adopted value of 21.3 millions, as calculated from mean F. 
!2~~-~~~-!2~2-l~~E-£!~~~~~ 
There is a clear upward trend in recruitment since 1965, However, the Group decided that it would be inadvisable to extrapolate this trend, 
since to do so would estimate the 1982 and 1983 year classes as being of high abundance and hence we would obtain a very optimistic forecast. For 
this reason it was assumed that the abundance of the 1982 and 1983 year 
classes is 7•7 millions at age l, the mean for the period 1967-79, 
8,4 Weight at Age (Table 8.3) 
The mean weight data for the period 1967-78 are a nominal constant 
series, set at the 1978 level. For this period, biomass estimates should be treated 1'li th caution. 
8,5 Fishing Mortalities in 1982 
!:_~!-~~~-! 
This was assumed to be the same as the average for the years 1977-79 (0,10), The Rho method gives an almost identical value. 
!:_~!-~!~~!-~~~~ 
These were estimated using the Rho method. Data from 4 fleets were 
examlned initially. In one of them (English trawl), fishing effort has declined drastically in the last few years and this resulted in some 
anomalous gamma values which biased the corresponding Rho estimate. This fleet was therefore excluded from the Rho analyses. Except at age 5, 
the estimated Fs are in good agreement with recent values, 
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8.6 VPA Results (Tables 8.4-8.5, Figure 8.l.E) 
Mean F has shown an increasing trend over the whole period (1967-82). 
Recruitment has also tended to increase and fluctuations have also become 
more marked in recent years. After remaining at a constant level during the 
period 1971-80, spawning stock biomass has increased over the past two years. 
8.7 Yield at Average Recruitment (Figure 8,l,C) 
This was calculated using mean weights and mean fishing mortalities for the 
period 1977-82, A mean recruitment of 7•7 millions (1967-79) was 
assumed. The maximum yield is calculated as 15 500 tonnes at an F of 
0.31. Recent average F has been 0.83. 
8,8 Catch Predictions 
The input data are given in Table 8,6, The mean weights and exploitation 
pattern are averages for the period 1977-82. 
!2~~ 
In the absence of an agreed TAC for 1983, only a single option (F83 = F82 ) 
was assumed. The predicted catch 1s 22 600 tonnes at a mean F value 
of 0.84. In last year's assessment a catch of 25 700 tonnes was predicted 
at an F of 0,71, 
!2~1 
Table 8,7 and Figure 8,l.D give the predicted catches and spawning 
biomass for a range of Fs. If F remains constant in 1984, a catch of 
23 200 tonnes is predicted, 
9· COD IN DIVISION VIb 
No age compositions are available for this stock, but nominal landings 
are quite small (Table 9.1). If a TAC is set for the whole of Sub-area VI, 
an appropriate allowance will need to be made for Division VIb. 
10. COD IN SUE-AREA VII 
10.1 Cod in Divisions VIId and e (Table 10,1) 
As in previous years the only data available were from England, but based 
on limited sampling, Since English landings form only a small proportion 
of the total, no analytical assessment was attempted, 
10,2 Cod in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k (Table 10,2) 
No age compositions are available for these areas, 
11, NORTH SEA HADDOCK 
11.1 Catch Trends 
Total international landings and total international catches are given 
in Table 11.1 and shown in Figure ll,l.A for the period 1960-82, 
The TAC for 1982 was 180 000 tonnes and provisional nominal landings for 
that year are 181 049 tonnes. The Working Group's estimate of total 
landings for 1982 is 186 463 tonnes. Discards for 1982 were estimated at 
41 308 tonnes, 
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11.2 Age Composition 
I i 1981 
1982 
Details of the data supplied to the Working Group by various nations 
for 1981 (final) and for 1982 (provisional) are summarized in the 
text table belmv: 
Nations supplying! Weight represen- Total 1% represented 
I age composition I ted by age corn- weight :by age corn-
I data I position caught !position 
----+-I Industr. Denmark, Norway 16 216 17 615 92 
'Human Belgium, Denmark, 
consump. England, France, 122 961 130 009 95 Netherlands, 
Scotland 
i Discards Scotland 38 527 60 290 64 
Denmark, Norway 19 969 20 980 95 
:Human Belgium, Denmark, ' 
consump. England, France, 
Fed,Rep. of 161 505 165 475 98 
Germany, Nether-
lands,Scotland 
; Discards Scotland 26 252 41 308 64 
I 
11.3 i'/eight at Age 
11.4 
Mean weight at age data for the total catch (used as stock weights) are 
given in Table 11.3. 
Recruitment (Table 11.5, Figure ll.l.B) 
!2~g_;y:~~:::_:?.!~~~ 
Recruitment indices for the 1982 year class at age 1 in 1983 were available 
from the IYFS. These indices indicated that the 1982 year class is of very 
low abundance. The scatter diagram of IYFS index versus VPA number 
indicates a curvilinear relationship whereas the basic assumption made 
in the past was that the relationship should be rectilinear, Pending the 
deliberations of the forthcoming Young Gadoid Survey Working Group it was 
decided to estimate the absolute abundance of this year class by inspection 
of the scatter diagram of IYFS index versus VPA rather than by regression 
methods, This resulted in an estimate of 760 million fish at age 1 in 
1983. 
!2~!_;r~~:::-~!~~~ 
For the first time in this Working Group an index of abundance for 
2-year old haddock was also available from the IYFS. This allowed 
estimation of the absolute abundance of the 1981 year class in 1983 from-
Figure 6.4.A. The abundance estimated by use of regression methods was 
760 million fish at age 2, Given the catch of this year class at age 1 
in 1982, this implies that the abundance of the 1981 year class at age 1 
was about 1250 million fish, Inspection of the IYFS index for age 1 fish 
gives a very similar result. 
11.6 
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Recruitment at age 0 in 1983, 1984 and 1985 was assumed to be 2695.318 
millions, this value being the average for the period 1961-79 excluding 
the 1967 year class, 
Fishing Mortalities in 1982 for Age Groups 0 to ll+ 
As noted in Section 5, none of the methods available for the estimation of 
these values produced acceptable results, It was therefore decided to 
use mean values of fishing mortality rates for the period 1978 through 
1980, 
Fishing mortalities at age 0 and l in 1982 were evaluated to produce 
the abundance levels estimated from the IYFS. 
VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortalities for the period 1960-82 are shown in 
Table 11.4 and the corresponding stock number and stock biomasses are 
shown in Table 11.5. 
Historical spawning stock biomasses are shown in Figure ll.l.E. 
Current spawning stock size is higher than that for the period 1978-79 
when the stock size was at almost the lowest recorded level. 





Equilibrium yield and spawning stock size are shown in Figure ll.l.C, 
Catch Predictions 
Input data for catch predictions are shown in Table 11.6, 
Only one set of options was calculated, since assuming F83 = F82 
produces a predicted catch (human consumption landings + 1ndustrial 
by-catch) of 182 000 tonnes. This is almost identical to the agreed 
TAC for 1983 of 181 000 tonnes. 
Predicted catches for 1984 are presented in Table 11.7 and are also 
shown graphically in Figure ll.l,D. 
HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIa 
Catch Trends (Table 12.1) 
Nominal landings in 1982 were 28 883 tonnes and the Working Group-
estimated total (29 228 tonnes) did not differ appreciably from this 
value, 
The weight of haddock discarded in the period 1965 to 1977 was estimated 
by the methods explained in Section 4• Scottish discard data were 
raised to total international level for the period 1978-82, 
Figure l2.l.A shows estimated weight landed and discarded since 1965. 
Age Composition (Table 12.2) 
Details of the data supplied to the Working Group by various nations 
for 1981 (final) and for 1982 (provisional) are summarized in the 
text table below. 
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Nations supplying Weight represented Total % represented 
Year Category age composition by age compositions vTeight by age corn-data caught positions 
1981 Human England, Ireland, 14 775 I 18 218 81 consump. 
i 
France,Scotland 
9 980 t 060 66 Discards Scotland I 15 





Discards Scotland 6 554 I 9 910 66 




Mean weight at age data for the total catch (used as stock weights) are 
given in Table 12.3. The values shown now include data on discards and 
are therefore different from corresponding values presented in previous 
reports. 
Recruitment (Table 12.5) 
The abundance of the 1982 year class in 1983 was estimated by inspection 
of the scatter diagram of VPA in Division VIa versus VPA in Sub-area IV 
(Figure l2.l.B) as 48 millions at age l, A similar procedure was adopted 
to estimate the abundance of the 1981 year class in 1982 as 102 millions 
at age l. 
Average recruitment of 173.286 millions at age 0 (mean value for 1965-79 
excluding the 1967 year class) is assumed for the years 1983, 1984 and 1985. 
Fishing Mortalities in 1982 for Age Groups 0 to ll+ 
As noted in Section 5 none of the methods available for the estimation 
of these values produced acceptable results. It was therefore decided to 
use mean values of fishing mortality rates for the period 1978 through 1980. 
Fishing mortalities at ages 0 and l were chosen to produce the stock 
abundances at those ages indicated in the preceding section. 
Fishing Mortalities at Age ll for 1965 to 1981 
These values were adjusted by inspection of trial VPAs to be more or 
less in accordance with F at ages 7-9· 
12.7 VPA Results 
12.8 
Estimated fishing mortalities for the period 1965-82 are shown in 
Table 12.4 and the corresponding stock numbers and stock biomasses are 
shown in Table 12.5. 
Historical spawning stock biomasses are shown in Figure l2.l.B. 
Current spawning stock size is about three times as great as that in 1979 
when the stock size was at the lowest recorded level. 
Equilibrium Yield for Average Recruitment 
Equilibrium yield and spawning stock size are shown in Figure l2.l.C for 
an average recruitment at age 0 of 173.286 million, 
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12.9 Catch Predictions 
Input data for catch predictions are shown in Table 12,6, 
Since no TAC has been agreed for Division VIa only one set of catch 
predictions, assuming F83 = F82 , was made. The landings predicted for 
1983 on this basis are 38 000 tonnes, which.is considerably higher than 
the catch of 29 200 tonnes in 1982, 
Predicted catches for 1984 are presented in Table 12.7 and are also shown 
graphically in Figure l2,l,D. 
It should be noted that the predictions presented in this report are not 
comparable to those previously presented since discards are now included 
in the data base, In particular, the inclusion of the discards has con-
siderably increased our estimate of the abundance of the 1979 year class, 
which results especially from the estimate of the numbers of fish of 
this year class discarded at age 2 in 1981. Is is estimated that the landings 
from this year class alone in 1983 will be about 25 000 tonnes, 
HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIb 
Catch Trends (Table 13.1) 
The English fishery on Rockall Bank continued in 1982 taking a catch of 
7 700 tonnes compared vli th 9 000 tonnes in 1981. Landings by other 
countries vrere insignificant and amounted to only 68 tonnes in 1982, 
13.2 Stock Assessment 
Again in 1982 sampling of commercial landings was not possible because 
they ,.,ere not landed in the United Kingdom. The English researeh vessel 
trawl survey made in 1981 was repeated in 1982, and some additional 
stations vrere worked, Also in 1982 a trawl survey vras undertaken by the 
Scottish research ship "Scotia". 
For the English surveys, the .data for the tvro years can be compared for 
the 45 stations which were common to both surveys, The catch age com-
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In the 1982 survey, which was made in July, no 0-group fish of the 
1982 year class were caught, whereas in 1981 when the survey was conducted 
in August large numbers of 0-group fish ,.,ere caught. It was not clear 
whether the 1982 year class is a failure or whether the survey was too 
early for the 0-group fish to be available on the bottom. For the remaining 
year classes the results of the two surveys are consistent in showing the 
1976, 1977, 1980 and 1981 year classes to be abundant. Other year classes 
are poor or virtual failures and contribute very little to the catch. Catch 
rates (in weight) of fish at age l and older were 58% higher in 1982 than 
in 1981, This increase is less than the doubling that was predicted 
on the basis of the 1981 survey alone. 
Estimates of mortality rates between yeari for the various year classes 
are highly variable. For the poor year classes this is probably due to 
sampling error. For the abundant year classes the indication is that 
mortality rates are low, but it is possible that survey results may be 
affected by changes in seasonal availability. 
The general indications are that current catch levels could be maintained 
in 1983, but the prospects for 1984 are less certain because of the 
absence of information on the abundance of the 1982 year class. 
Information from the 1982 fishery indicated that catch rates were high and 
that large individual hauls ,.,ere being taken. In these circumstances 
selectivity of trawl cod ends tends to be reduced. In the 1982 situation 
with high abundance of 1- and 2-year old fish in the selection range, it 
is thought that a high proportion of fish in the catches would have been 
below legal minimum landing size and to conform with conservation regulations 
would have required a high rate of discarding. 
14. HADDOCK IN SUB-AREA VII 
15. 
15.1 
Nominal catches of haddock in Divisions VIId,e and in VIIb,c,g-k are 
given in Tables 14.1 and 14.2. No other data were available, and no 
assessment could be attempted, 
NORTH SEA WHITING 
Gatch Trends (Table 15.1, Figure l5.l.A) 
The provisional nominal landings for 1982 amount to 102 000 tonnes, which 
is close to the catch reported for 1981 and below the TAC agreed for 1982 
of 170 000 tonnes. The Working Group estimates of total catches, 
however, differed considerably between 1981 (192 000 tonnes) and 1982 
(134 000 tonnes), 
15.2 Age Composition (Table 15.2) 
The age composition data for 1981 were updated and provisional estimates 
for 1982 were prepared. 
Details of the data supplied to the Working Group by various nations 




























Belgium, England, I 
France, Nether- . 
lands, Scotland ll 
Scotland 
Weight represented 







Total % represented 
weight by age com-
caught positions 
66 595 95 






The abundance of the 1982 year class at 1 year old and the 1981 year 
class at 2 years old were both estimated at 500 x 106 million fish at 
age 1 and 2, respectively on the basis of the preliminary indices of 
these year classes in the 1983 IYFS. These estimates were obtained by 
inspection of the appropriate VPA/IYFS scatter diagram (Figures 6.5 and 
6.6). 
The F values implied by these recruitment figures on 0- and 1-year 
old whiting in 1982 were on the low side, but they were not considered 
to be unrealistically low. 
The recruitment at age 0 entering the fishery in 1983 and subsequently 
was assumed to correspond to the average recruitment at age 0 of 
2 700 x 106 fish during the time period 1961-80, 
Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age data for total catches (used as stock >veights) are 
given in Table 15.3. 
15.5 Fishing Mortalities in 1982 for Age Grou~ 
Fishing mortalities in 1982 for these age groups were obtained by 
the Rho method (see Section 5). 
15.6 VPA Results 
Estimates ofF calculated by VPA are given in Table 15.4. The average 
F values over the age groups 2-6, although variable from one year to 
another, were considered to justify a constant terminal F value on the 
oldest age groups in the catch of 1,0, The average value obtained in 






Estimates of stock numbers and spawning stock biomass are given in 
Table 15.5. Due to a steady decline in recruitment from year class 
1978 onwards,the spawning stock biomass shows a pronounced downward trend 
since 1980, although in 1982 (210 000 tonnes) it was still higher than 
the lowest value on record (Table 15.5, Figure 15.1.B). 
15.7 Equilibrium Yields for Average Recruitment 
Long-term equilibrium yields in terms of total landings and human con-
sumption landings are presented in Figure 15 .l.C. Input data \vere those 
used for catch predictions (Table 15.6). In calculating these yields F 
for the industrial fisheries has been kept constant. Also the proportion 
discarded, the average for the last 6 years, has been kept.constant, 
irrespective ofF resulting from the human consumption fishery, 
The actual yield curve presented strongly depends on these assumptions and 
so do the biological reference points, which therefore have not been cal-
culated, The F level in the human consumption landings is indicated, 
~),8 Catch Prediction (Table 15.7 and Figure 15.3) 
Input data for the catch predictions are given in Table 15.6. The 




The partial exploitation pattern in the human consumption 
fishery (landings and discards)in 1983 would be the same as the average 
partial human consumption exploitation pattern over the period 
1977-82, the level being scaled to the average value of fishing 
mortality over the age groups 2-6 in 1982, The exploitation 
pattern and the level of fishing mortality in the industrial 
fishery were assumed to correspond to the average pattern and level 
in this fishery over the period 1977-82, The overall exploitation 
pattern was obtained by adding the tv10 patterns in the human 
consumption and the industrial fishery. 
Mean weight at age in the stock and in the various categories 
of catch would remain the same as the average for 1977-82, 
Discarding rates at age would be the same as the average rates 
for 1977-82. 
No catch prediction was mad·~ for the assumption that the catch in 1983 
would equal the agreed TAC of 170 000 tonnes, because this would result 
in unrealistically high fishing mortalities. Therefore only the assumption 
vrith F8 '3hc = F82hc was pursued, vrhich gives landings in 1983 of 93 000 tonnes. 
Attention is drawn to the development in the spawning stock biomass (SSB). 
The estimated SSB in 1984 is 127 000 tonnes, which represents the lowest 
value on record, This recent decrease is due to a sequence of bad year 
classes. Although in the prediction for 1985 the SSB is back at a much 
higher level, this calculated increase is entirely due to the assumption 
that the 1983 year class, which enters the SSB in 1985, is of average 
size. In vie\v of the dowmvard trend in recruitment in recent years and 
without any information on recruitment in 1983, tbe estimated SSB in 
1985 cannot be relied upon. 
16. ~ffiiTING IN DIVISION VIa 
16,1 Catch Trends (Table 16.1 and Figure l6.l.A) 
The revised reported landings of 18 477 tonnes taken in 1981 are 
well .above the provisional figure of ll 800 tonnes reported in 1982. 
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However, the Working Group estimate of 12 664 tonnes was used in the 
assessment. The provisional landings in 1982 were 13 540 tonnes. There 
was no agreed TAC in effect. The estimated total catch including discards 
was 18 770 tonnes. 
16.2 Age Composition (Table 16.2) 
Year 
The age composition data for 1981 were revised. Provisional age c.om-
positions for 1982 were compiled, In addition to data on the human 
consumption landings, discard data were provided by Scotland. However, 
since these are available for one year only, they have not been used in 
the assessment. Details of the data supplied to the Working Group are 
summarized in the text table below. 
Nations supplying Weight represen-1 % represented 
age composition 1 ted by age corn- I by age corn-Category 
data ! positions I caught positions 
I 













13 265 13 540 98 
3 253 5 230 62 
With reference to Section 6, abundance figures of the 1982 year class at 
1 year old and the abundance of the 1981 year class at 2 years old were 
estimated from the regression lines of VPA recruitment indices for 
Division VIa on the VPA recruitment indices for Sub-area IV for the two 
age groups, respectively. According to the lines connecting x, y and the 
origin, the number of the 1982 year class at 1 year old was estimated at 
20 x 106 fish and the number of the 1981 year class at 2 years old 1vere 
estimated at 14 x 106 fish, 
The F value implied by the recruitment figure for the 1981 year class of 
0.18 in 1982 was not considered to be anomalous. 
The number of recruits at age 1 entgring the fishery in 1984 and sub-
sequently \vas assumed to be 88 x 10;, which is the average number of 
1-group whiting during the period 1963-80, 
16.4 Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age data for total catches (used as stock weights) are 
given in Table 1~.3. 
16.5 Fishing Mortalities in 1982 for Age Groups 2-6 
Fishing mortali ties in 1982 for these age groups 1vere obtained by the 
Rho method (see Section 5). 
16.6 VPA Results 
Estimates ofF from the VPA are given in Table 16.4. The average F 




F values for the oldest age group during the whole time period, However, 
since discard data are not included in this assessment,the average fishing 
mortalities are underestimated and the terminal F values used generally 
appear to correspond with the estimated mo~talities in 5- and 6-year old 
whiting, 
The F level estimated in 1982 from the Rho method is someHhat higher than 
in the results from the VPA indicated for the preceding years. 
Estimates of stock numbers and spaHning stock biomasses are given in 
Table 16.5. Spa1ming stock biomass (ages 2+) has dropped in 1982, due to 
the poor 1980 year class reaching maturity (Figure 16.l.C). 
16.7 Equilibrium Yield for Average Recruitment 
Yield ~<ras calculated using an exploitation pattern and mean weights at 
age equal to the averages 1977-82. The flat curve (Figure 16.l.C) has 
no clear maximum. The Fo,l is indicated in the figure, although it must 
be observed that due to lack of information on discards both the real 
exploitation pattern, and thus the yield curve, remain unknoHn, 
16.8 Catch Prediction 
The input data for the catch predictions are given in Table 16.6. 
The primary assumption about exploitation pattern and mean weight at age 
in 1982 and 1983 Here the same as described for North Sea Hhiting, except 
that no consideration \vas given to discards, for vrhich no adequate data 
are yet available, There has not been an agreed TAC for vrhi ting in 1983 
in Division VIa and, therefore, only the assumption that jji83 = :F82 has 
'been considered. 
The results of the prediction runs are shovrn in Tables 16.7 and are 
also given in Figure 16,l.D. 
The estimated spaHning stock biomass (2+ Hhiting) in 1985 should be 
treated Hith care, because a major proportion of this biomass consists 
of the 1983 year class, wh~ch has been assumed to be of average size, 
Despite the recent series of bad year classes, the low spa\'llling stock 
biomass of 8 000 tonnes estimated at the beginning of 1984 is therefore 
bound to increase in any prediction runs based on average recruitment 
of the 1983 year class. 
The landings estimated for 1983 of 8 200 tonnes in the present assessment 
are considerably smaller than the value of 12 100 tonnes predicted in the 
1982 Working Group report. This discrepancy is due to the fact that 
in the former assessment the recruitment of the 1982 year class at 1 year 
old ~<ras assumed to be of average size ( 87 046 x 103), whereas now it has 
been estimated as a poor year class (20 486 x 103), 
17, WHITING IN SUB-AREA VII 
17.1 Whiting in Divisions VIId,e 
Landing figures for 1981 have been revised from 8 271 tonnes to 
10 804 tonnes, Hhich brings the catch back to the level observed in the 
mid-1970s (Table 17.1). Provisional landings in 1982 are 8 640 tonnes, 
The age composition of the total catch in 1981 has been revised. For 
1982, age qomposition data have been submitted by England and France 
covering 99% of the provisional landings. 
A VPA was made to give some indication about the level of exploitation, 
The input catch data are given in Tables 17.2-17.3• Both catch at age 
and weight at age data reveal an apparent discontinuity in 1981: the 
numbers landed of the older age groups are rather larger during the last 
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two years than during the earlier period, whereas the weights at age 
are consistently lower over the age range, The fishing mortalities 
are given in Table 17•4• In the absence of catch per unit of effort 
data the input values for the last data year were adjusted in an 
iterative procedure to correspond with the resultant averages over the 
period 1976-79, The terminal F values on the oldest age group were 
arbitrarily set at 1,0, The stock estimates (Table 17,5) show a sudden 
increase in abundance of older age groups in 1981, However, these results 
cannot be relied upon, because the discontinuity in the input data in 
1980/81 is likely to indicate a major sampling problem in this fishery. 
17.2 Whiting in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k (Table 17.6) 
Landings in 1980-82 fluctuated around 9 000 tonnes as they did in the 
earlier period of 1973-76. 
18, POSSIBILITIES FOR IMPROVING THE EXPLOITATION PATTERNS OTHER THAN BY 
MESH REGULATION 
For North Sea cod there have been suggestions that some fleets have been 
concentrating in areas where young fish predominate and are consequently 
taking a high proportion of young cod in their catches, One area that 
has been mentioned in this context is the Helgoland Bight. Figure 18,1 
shows the main areas of distribution of 0-, l- and 2-groups cod in the 
southern North Sea in each quarter of the year based on research vessel 
survey data for the period 1980-82, This shows that young cod are concen-
trated in the German Bight at certain times of the year, 
No data were available at the Working Group meeting giving an area break-
down of quantities caught together with the associated age compositions, 
Consequently, it was not possible to estimate ivhat proportiore of young 
fish were taken in any particular area. Detailed data of this kind 
would be required for any quantitative assessment of cod, In addition, 
it would also be essential to have estimates on discards by area. 
Furthermore, any local conservation measures, which might be contemplated, 
would also have implications for fisheries for other species, which 
take place in the same area, 
For haddock and vrhi ting in the North Sea the hro major factors influencing 
the exploitation pattern are the catches of undersized fish taken with 
current human consumption fishery mesh sizes and subs·equently discarded 
and the by-catches in the industrial fisheries. The first of these 
problems is probably best resolved by mesh regulation, The second problem 
is more a question of policy and economics relating to the co-existence 
of industrial and human consumption fisheries. 
19. DATA AND WORKING GROUP FILES FOR EVALUATING DENSITY DEPENDENCE IN THE 
PARAMETERS USED FOR STOCK ASSESSMENT 
Data are available in the Working Group computer files which enable 
stock biomass to be calculated, These data include weight at age 
estimates, which could be used for density-dependent growth analyses, 
However, because sums of products corrections have been applied in many 
cases the interpretation of these data requires some care, Year class 
strength estimates are available from VPA for stock recruitment analyses, 
No detailed maturity ogive data are available to. examine possible density-
dependent maturity relationships, 
In addition to the aggregated data in the Working Group files, more 
detailed national data are available at various institutes, 
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20, DEFICIENCIES IN THE DATA 
Some countries were still unable to present properly prepared data at the 
beginning of the Working Group meeting, even though this year the Group did 
not meet until June. Work on assembling the basic age composition data was 
therefore delayed while telephone calls and telexes were sent to obtain 
national data. 
Some uncertainties remain unresolved for Irish data for Division VIa. 
The Working Group used IYFS indices to help determine the abundance of 
recruiting year classes. The indices prepared from the 1983 IYFS were 
incomplete, because some countries had not met deadlines for submitting 
survey data to the IYFS Coordinator. 
For Item 2 of the terms of reference, data are required giving catches (landings and discards separately) together with associated age composition 
data split on an area basis, It would also be helpful to the Working Group, 
if the problems requiring analysis could be specified more explicitly with 
a definition of any areas which might be subject of any special concern. 
Knife-edge age at maturity has been used for all stocks for spawning stock 
biomass estimates. It is hoped that at the next meeting, maturity ogives 
will be available for three years for the North Sea stocks from IYFS data. 
Discard estimates have not yet been 1wrked up for the Division VIa whiting 
stock, Discard data for Division VIa haddock were included in the 
assessment for the first time this year, 
For \vest of Scotland cod mean weight data for the period 1967-77 need to be 
revised. 
For Divisions VIId,e whiting there appear to be some sampling problems. 
21. RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
It is recommended that the ICES VPA programme be enhanced to enable the 
partial F values to be calculated for each category of catch, 
It is suggested that if alternative F indices to those used in this 
report are recommended either by AC:F'M or by the Working Group on Fish 
Stock Assessment, then consideration should be given to whether the proposed 
indices can be used for expressing the average partial F in the different 
categories separately. 
The Working Group recommends that the suitability of industrial by-catch 
data for recruitment predictions is examined, 


























56 495 107 936 
51 729 115 435 
94 349 172 619 
115 024 211 937 
124 779 242 108 
146 039 277 062 
76 286 193 612 
124 517 218 763 
226 093 314 544 
243 478 341 051 
125 133 227 787 
102 367 202 269 
1p9 863 184 974 
128 536 209 914 
140 359 181 121 
212 729 260 ego 
170 706 248 051 
192 691 250 766 
249 276 310 sg9 
183 263 255 934 
Discards 
Number Weight Number 
5 659 1 708 62 154 
6571 1 857 58 300 
19 798 5 204 114 147 
22 578 6 010 137 602 
15 724 4 481 140 503 
6 372 2 150 152 411 
7 443 2 027 83 729 
63 759 11 002 188 276 
53 707 13 374 279 BOO 
21 573 8 831 265 051 
46 620 8 196 171 753 
4 588 950 106 955 
35 390 6 045 145 253 
8 201 2 050 136 737 
99 474 16 573 239 833 
lOO 786 27 874 313 515 
236 295 67 490 407 001 
660 066 170 675 852 757 


























Table 4.2 North Sea. HADDOCK. Numbers ('000) and weight (tonnes) in each category. 
Year Industrial Human consumption Discards Tota.l 
Number Weight Number Weight Number Weight Number 
1960 142 '567 12 200 208 753 75 242 853 264 131 7~1 1 204 584 
1961 982 786 11 lOO 189 763 74 862 888 867 132 991 2 061 416 
1962 285 824 11 200 148 967 58 677 2 673 394 383 153 3 108 185 
1963 255 844 13 700 180 624 68 364 1 245 890 188 969 1 682 358 
1964 598 840 88 600 351 422 130 509 643 595 160 319 1 593 857 
1965 1 092 756 74 600 369 998 161 613 253 860 62 236 1 716 614 
1966 2 232 098 46 700 406 399 225 760 4_89 695 73 573 3 128 192 
1967 699 516 20 700 272 201 147 391 448 264 78 059 1 419 981 
1968 557 995 34 200 220 977 105 440 837 979 161 882 1 616 951 
1969 1 889 65(l 338 353 909 208 330 897 1 203 447 260 231 4 002 314 
1970 1 621 762 179 729 1 244 162 524 622 515 018 101 376 3 380 942 
1971 913 516 31 546 473 069 235 358 1 282 184 177 485 2 668 769 
1972 531-113 29 585 427 890 192 901 760 224 128 130 1 719 227 
1973 170 412 11 267 449 107 178 610 659 515 114 719 1 279 034 
1974 936. 218 47 777 357 011 149 617 1 000 667 166 782 2 383 896 
1975 734 412 41 3BO 362 239 146 616 1 862 031 260 427 2 958 681 
1976 446 767 48 204 397 743 165 624 788 037 154 289 1 632 547 
1977 350 521 34 993 319 991 137 372 225 974 44 369 896 486 
1978 425 714 9 659 192 021 85 981 422 631 77 681 1 040 366 
1979 1 099 865 17 414 190 414 83 249 286 968 41 834 1 577 247 
1980 768 645 25 154 218 392 98 860 541 779 94 910 1 528 816 
l98I 815 192 17 615 244 lOO 130 009 299 417 60 290 1 388 709 




























Table 4;3 North Sea. WRITING. Numbers ( 1000) and weight (tonnes) in each category. 
Year Industrial Human consumption Discards Total 
Number Weight Number Weight · Number Weight Number 
1960 141 183 11 639 190 513 47 566 763 229 121 600 1 094 925 
1961 271 885 16 177 289 708 67 828 1 645 728 241 122 2 207 321 
1962 112 954 8 347 222 274 55 952 1 185 487 156 713 1 520 715 
1963 499 847 45 431 214 477 58 205 853 608 154 401 1 567 932 ' 
.1964 393 794 28 124 220 682 60 064 341 223 58 784 955 699 
1965 182 171 22 259 313 057 85 978 490 073 77 184 985 301 
1966 431 635 51 176 351 953 105 229 545 116 83 356 1 328 704 
1967 280 275 22 840 245 396 68 215 1 102 690 1li2 703 1 628 361 
1968 592 395 57 506 298 807 88 281 596 827 90 898 1 488 029 
1969 1 980 444 152 364 203 640 57 149 625 916 114 566 2 810 000 
1970 1 855 953 114 504 271 813 79 274 347 540 67 814 2 475 306 
1971 1 477 350 71 699 185 690 58 005 458 746 62 589 2 121 786 
1972 1 351 090 61 166 178 908 59 868 398 294 66 598 1 928 292 
1973 1 273 007 89 614 234 405 66 479 658 852 110 128 2 166 264 
1974 1 841 153 130 293 254 114 74 561 477 271 84 753 2 572 538 
1975 1 019 586 86 376 251 761 78 722 698 963 134 698 1 970 310 
1976 1 395 318 149 759 243 201 74 231 633 359 134 176 2 271 878 
1977 1 657 167· 106 104 267 023 74 374 555 515 107 186 2 479 705 
1978 1 163 125 55 274 322 834 88 475 241 670 35 442 1 727 629 
1979 887 889 59 021 35f 613 99 321 651 877 78 371 1 891 379 
1980 644 159 45 747 313 565 92 534 547 726 86 940 1 505 450 
1981 932 530 66 595 258 430 80 018 293 714 45 560 1 484 674 






























Table 5~1 North Sea COD. Effort (hours fished) and catch at age (N x 10-3) Input data for estimation of terminal Fs. 
YEKR E F F 0k T AGE 1 2 -r 4 5 6 7 >3 'I 1 0 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 9u?. )4:).642 1',<.)6. ~?46. 45'>'3. 'lb'l. 24'1. '142. 74. 25. 13. '1. 
m 
1909 4<;11 .4.5) 64. .5"15). 211 b. 1 .s Lld. 467. ·1n. (). 
.s.s. H • I ., • 
0 
'j 970 4?6.5t.:3 'I? f'"J1 • 2/'S90. 30"1 4. ., n ss. 470. 1 '13. 2?.. ?.5. 'I~. I. 1 ':U 1 41 b •. , 44 454?. d:>5.S. 64''· ( U:> • :> 11?. 2 u.S. 1'1. ., c. Y. '-1. 0 1 972 39?. .432 '13P.. 1 'I 05Lt. 35 1)'1. 3'-16. ~39. 1 t!.l). 5 '(. 2 I. ) . x. et-
et-
1 9 ( 3 414.c:.S9Ci 2 6 57. /44:>. lJ'I C). o/u. 'I 57. 'i6. 42. .SI. ., 2. 4 • 
f-'• 
1 974 34Y.o04 3.'\5 1-\. 62:i3. '16'1 fl. 1 0 ::;) • 252. )4. 3X. a. 1). 1. 
m 
1 '115 .5?'1.431. 1 ~2 u. d67 j. 1 /'0'.5. :>)D. 4-rl. ('}. Y. :>. u . 4. 
::r 
1 9/6 3n 7. ·165 5 37. 142ft4. 2~'11. .3/U. '17'-J • '1'13. 3(. 'Ill • 4. Y. 1'717 .513.913 2742. 4'.5'16. SUo';;. (1ft. 171. Yl. 35. 24. c. 2. 
m 
1 9 7 .·~ 325.240 '17i14. 14/'lb. ·ugc. d).,. 2fJ2. 4·~. "- .< 2 I. d. < 
-'• 
1 9(9 .S16.4H 2 5?3. ~U24. 32:>ti. .5o3. 34 5. 67. lt4. ., y. '12 • 4. CD 
f-'• 
1 91)() 297.22/ 1n6?.. 5'1/)0. 2342. i52Y. 1 44. YO. 33. 1 5. Y. 4. 
::s 1\) 
'I 9151 2H9.o72 o53. 1.52X1 • 2 3'to. DY2. 2 u; •• 26. 1'1. 'I~. 
.5. u. \J1 19.-sZ 297.730 407("). 4/')4. 6024. ~22. 2Y'I. 151. 2). 2'1. '12. 1 • CD 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 9t> H 41'\. 23 :~ :)3. :s 111 • 1 40. 35. 9. 4. .s. I. u. u. m 1'16'-l (;?. 066 ? n. 4<.)4. 243. 1-\(. 23. 4. ' '1. ~- 0 (J. '--• 19(0 1:) :5. )2 '} 33l.. 31J2. !:>Y I. Y3. 33. 'I u. ') L • 2. u. u. 0 1 9 71 1n4.Yn1 9'-1?. 1 76?.. 2 (] (. '):,f). 41 • 14. 6. 2. t!.. .,_ et-19/?. 1? 1. U31 ?.1)4. !:>Y?.?. 1U5. '11'1. su. o. ? • u. u. u. et-19/3 j 52 .4?.2 76n. 1 ~ 5). 'j 8'>'1). c 1)?.. 211. 2..5. '12. I. 4. IJ. f-'· 1914 11 6. '11.S2 4 so. 11 8 s. fd/5. !db. 
'· u. ) . 6. .5. -1. 2. m 1 9/5 ') 61. ')0'} 965. 'l 55<). T/6. '120. 11 3. 6. .,_ 2. . ,_ D • ::r 'I 9/6 1 )?. • 4 'I '7 ? 63. 3274. 4. ., ) • 1i..J1. 31'l. i'l. 1 l.:. ., . ., . u. t;i 1-'· 1 '177 2£'4. ·.:>z~ ZOn({. • , <:SfJ/. 7/L, • '1'1 K. 15. 24. 1 "< d. 2 • '1. f§. 1 90l 236.')2'} 2? )6. ::>.SdU. () 11 • 2/ u. ':i1. Z<;. (. ) . u. et-6. 
1-3 
1 9 1'-J 21'7 .4'11... 1973. ':i 1)45. 11lf1~. 1/:3. b 1 • 'I). ·; 4. 2. n. li 1 Y<:; 0 .533. 'I '-11 '179'8. sz u-t. ~ U41.. ) .54. 69. So. 'I). 4. .s. '1. ~ 1 9 lSl 251 • :> i14 6')'1. )23/. 1 4 7). 2'14. ~2. ., 'I • 6. u. 0. 0. 1-' 1 '16?. 25U.o7tJ 4 71l4. 2'141J. 2.5U2. 311. '11 u. 
.SY. 6. 0. 4. ::>. 
• •• Ctd. 
Table 2.:1 Ctd. 
YEAR Eli'FORT AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 'l03 j4Y.4<:n o4. IY 1 "/. 4<:i"l (>. "1"1 OIS. on.>S. ., d). 7"1. ~)- n. .,.1. 1 Yo9 4Y 6. c·l ·1 14. ·1 o12. j;)ISY. ·1 u·n. .so;:. . In. Jl • ?v. Y. ., . 
"i '}(() ,,c.n .13'::> 55?. 1 n-::.. . , 1144. ., ~ 06 • b ~6. ., y~,. 1 2). 24. ~ ~~. n. 1 y 11 :JU6./:So . , :H~. ,.1 c 1 s. ·,z n. :J·Ic.. /94. j)L.. ~, !.J.) • ;, I • u . 4. l 1 9/? :.r4.W:iY 7il. 1 i]'i 51. 5o,~Y. 4:> ~- 216. ~ ll. .I x~. ')b. 42. Y. 1 Y I .5 t, t 'i. o3o r, i' u. 1) 9.S. .Sb'!'l. 1 u'll. 31 ., • "I 2i}. ')U. 4U • n. I. 1-'• m 
. , '774 414.31) 51)9. 2o6.S. )4'>'. 1 33:, • 4?;-\. .10'1. 4/. 4:>. 2 ({. ) . 13' 1 Y I ':J .5?:>.17"1 .119?. 1 <> I.S. I:J"-. "IYC.. "-6;<.. 1 i'1 • 2ci. u . zu. o. 8 1-l 1 Y76 3'·7.fl6.1 ? \.~ ~~. 36)(-,. y;1L.. 4.SC>. Y~. 23ri. on. 16. o. l. ~ 19/7 _j41. s 1 J -, SU1. "111.5. ., "I "/6. Sou. "I I) 1. :JI. ( "-. ;>...~. d. .5. 1-' 1 9! .~ 39 '1. 2 o:~ -, n;J4. ()014. 6) (). ) 69. "I 93. 00. 5"1. 3.-~. "11. 2. 1 919 .591 .414 r.?Y. 44 )"(. ·1 ~SY b. l-29. ?4?. )/. 9. 
-'· 
., u. s. 1 su~n 2P1."121 11 '71 • ;,:,y.·· .• "I..S34. ) 4 -~. n. /2. 24. "ill. 4. ). 1\) 
0'\ 1 Slo 1 ? 44. 21SS :sog. nY>o. '14"-. <'o.:S. "1?.-3. .1'1. 24. 4. ..5. 2 • 
I 1 9-~2 213.)9() "I f/.46. ·1 3 ~~"~. "1/23. c. Q(). 135. <:n. H>. "11. ). "1. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 9u '\ 5? 6. n 3 637. 3rJ4rJ. 56<-;. 1 u-J. 47. .,_ I. l. u. u. 1 9o'-t )14.675 179. Yll. 4ii4. 224. 56. o':J. b. . 0. n. ~ ..;. 19(U 1?1.L.J4) 41lli';. ::>92. yL, • 2 b'-l. '>'3. 2r. 4::>. u. 1.. u. c+ 0 1 9/1 -;?4. --J3Y 1?.?.7. 115'-J. "I bY. h. 2.'\Y. "Jf)"l. •j y. ?I. '1. ., Y. 13' 19"(2 o?o.Y9S 62?. 6l,6c;. -~ u5 /. ., )/.. 3"1. 64. .S2. 14. o. 4 • t:x:l CD 1 9?3 yt,1.423 64AR. 46L,. "1)2"/. 4) 'I. 32. •J3. 2). . , J. 'J • I. ~ 1 9/4 o9"-.Y2u 949. 2 )'-}0. )"!J). od.5. 216. '·2. 21. ('). d. ) . ~ 1 9 75 ..Skll. 1]6.1 4111\. 26 77. ?Yn. •t ~~. 227 • (>',. "14. . , 4. 2 • 1-l ..;. ~ 1 97 b (6\t. ")l)) "-6(. 32 U'). L, 0 L. 212. 34. 'J(. 2Y. 4. 
'·· 
) . 1-" 1 Yn (19!>,.5311 11511. "I ':J 7Y. ((l! • "15.5. 5?. 14. u. 4. ' 4. ..;. 1 97 0 )95.2)9 3 sn. 6/iu. ..Sal. 2 "I y. ?.9 • "I). ) . ;:J. ) . 2. 1 919 o3Y. ·1 >l ~ 33nx. 3 7"16. ·1) I) 15. 6). 7"1. "12. ., n. ) . b. ~-19oU o3H.o6b )354. .S .S:S,i. 64'7. .Sbl,. "13. zu. "-. .5. .,_ "1. 1 <) d1 on6.136 ·1 Z4n. 73 rn. 741. 2o~. 'I 3). Y. '11. I. 2. 2. 1 9<12 :.~6.o:.::> 4767. 1 21).). 1 "I ';I ';I. "I ( ci • 73. I.S. (. (. "1. .,_ 
Table 2·2 North Sea COD. Rho values and regression analysis for estimation of Terminal Fs 
YEAR I A,; E 1 ?. s 4 ) 0 I 0 ') 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 9u.~ 1 u. s~:s d. b!~;:> LJ.1..:SY U.~:S.SI u.6Y't u.I:S<;3 L.). )'11 u.65lJ LJ.'J4~ 1 9c, '1 ? n.oiSn f1. 3) l n. t)1 b n. 6':> ·1 n.73) n. oot; 0.)4) 0.716 n.245 
'19lt..l .S \J. 41 5 lJ • .51> 1 u. (<;) Ll.I4..:S U.l~3 U.l'J':> u. ($(>)/ u.4Y2 u.ou5 1 9 71 4 'l. ')'(9 n.YSI+ n. 5 9Y n.nd 1. 1 46 n. Y3? O.?Si') 1. nno n.41J2 1 9'(2 ) 0 .1+4K U.Y..:S9 u. d% 15 U. d.Hl 1 • 1 ":>'· 'I.:>~) ·1. Uuu 'I. ')::16 1. 'd'll 
'I 9'13 6 1.314 ·1 .llo9 n.911 1 • {]()I+ .I • '[ [ ~ I l ., • o3 'I 11. 6'14 0.?42 fl.43l 
'19'(4 l 1.:5'1 Q u. <LS?. I) .I~Y2 1. '14Y 1 • 1 1.)<; ., • db) ·1. o'l6 'i.l?Y ., .142 1915 :~ n. o3R 1.'14n ll.fll(j ·1 • Jlo'J 1. ?.1 3 'I. ~37 [J. 01 1 !>.696 'I .3Y6 19/o 9 U.?. 4 7 ·1. 3o7 1 • ?. U2 1. 'I .Sft u.94o 1. ':>b::S 'I. UY3 u.o44 ?.Uo5 
'19/l 1 n 1. as r1. ;l.)3 n. cl9) 'I. DY~ ., • 1 64 '1.130 1 • Ll OY ·;. ?Y'!l 1. nys 19(6 11 u ./'1 '1 'I. 3cPl IJ.'J)4 1. 'I.:,<:$ 'I.;:> oY '1.2'11 1 • Ui'l 1. ~()4 1 • 7 .s4 
'I'FIY '1?. n.o73 fJ.Y?..<J 1. f13t' n. 1jt1-; ·1.?. i<t<, ., .1134 'I. 2156 ., .4?3 '1.5 (4 19Ji..J 1 3 U. L,t) 5 .J.'d46 1 • Uo'( 1. Uo<.J u. 9 ., ?. '1.2'11 ·1 .?.ot. 1. 691 u.ouY 
., 9151 1/· n. 4 '1':1 1 • f) 3 ;l 1 • 1 31 1. :/o4 O.Wifl o. 6) 0 D.H24 '1.292 1. 3 2 .V, 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 'JX?. 1) n.tY4 ., • ?.2'-:i 1 • 1 ~ 7 1 • ·1 'Ill '1.171. 1. 2 0'1 ., • 2~Y I. <}65 '1.613 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· Pf<EDIC. t· 3·~7)53. rl7vn;;. Yf12'J 2. 'i 4.':> o7. (J 4 :~;.. 3'167. 640. 4 01 • 11 6. 1-REnrc. F D. 1 Y? 1.?.21 0.'164 0. o~? U.6i'2 u.6LJ3 u. 712 u. ?4 s u. ~29 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· COK.COl:F. u. 2'1 7 U.) t~U u. 62 ':> rJ. 60(] n. 3K'I ']. 14~ n.sos 0.36Y G. S 2'i ~LOPE c. uz () !J. J4.S cl. U3 ':> U. U2 6 U.ll1Y u. lJ'I 1 u.U.S7 u. 074 U.Llt5 
f\) I r; r F." CF. PT :l.4Y3 n. S-'lS n.634 n. t,n n. ;W1 '1. 113~ 0.67ri 1J. llS 2 fl.54g --.:] 
Table 2·2 West of Scotland COD. Effort (hours fished) and catch at age (N x 10-3). 
Input data for estimation of terminal Fs. 
YEAR EFFORT AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~ 
----------------------------------------------------------·----------------------196>1 5n. nn1 23. 2 57. 5~4. 3:.>). 24. 31. 19. ~-1 )69 !..2.J)d 6. 1 ss. ?1/. 41S. 154. 1 ~. 1i'. I. 
197n 40.572 38. 3a. 20~. '133. 128. 4). 8. b. 
1971 41.234 "?1. 2 U4. 2 (). ·t6U. 57. !:)1. 16. 1. ~ 1 97?. 55.:do 49. 527. 1 68. 34. '14. 12. 1 0. L 0 
c:+ 1 973 51.15.5 14. 58. 2 U2. 79. 1 5. .52. 13. ::>. c:+ 
1-'• 1 9 74 45.1199 ?3. 199. 1 03. 236. 3rJ. 'I 0. 1 2. s. §. 1 <,1 7 5 37.Lli5;J ?.?.. 1 71 • <:ll.J. :SY. 513. '13. 3. 4. 8 1976 35.3n7 43. 216. ., 5 i:\. ~2. 41 • 43. 7. I. li 
1917 33.946 99. 69. IS. 21. 12. '). 6. 2. ~ 
1U'il 51 • 5 ?.2 37. 267. ?9. '~'~~- 55. 9. 
,_, 
~-, . ::>. 
1 9/9 33 • .S?:S 16. ·1 U9. 1 U3. 34. 2<,1. '1). 4. 2. 
1 9~n 1 9. 66il 1 6 7. 14 7. 18. 3 K. 7. b. 2. 7 
-'• 1 961 13.753 1 • 17::>. (~ ::>. 16. 2. u. u. u. 




196 R ·1so. rJ94 163. 212. 79>l. 4 U1. 37. 26. '19. 4. I 
196 9 14f'J.l1U 1 3. l B~. 3~ ~- 4X2. 131. SfJ. 14. 4. 
1 97 u 95.629 1 31. 4 71 • 4j4. 62. 51 • ., u. .5. .5. t:r.l 1 9 71 n.t4-i 66. 2R?. 1 23. '111J. zg. 2'1. 2. ., . 0 0 19i? 70.741 59. 256. 1 d l. j2. 32. 3. 2. 'I • c:+ c:+ 1 973 59.)96 ?..24. 24 7. 153. 3j. 1 n. l <:. '16. ., . 1-'• m 1 974 56. 41+ ?J 90. 2 04. 6'1. 4'1. n. b. 2. t.J. P" 
1 975 56.420 145. 231. 99. :S4. '12. j. o. 0. t:r.l CD 19(6 57.Ll<,IU 4<3. 224. <>Y. o·t. 1 u. 'I u. u. t.J. 1-'• i:l 1977 41.'120 P1. ., 22. 11 2. 2') 11 • ::>. 2. l). CD L.o 
197l.l 33.617 K1. '145. 6'1. 4::>. 1 '·. 4. 2. 2. 1979 3R. 465 120. 11 4. 1 Yo. Zj. 1 9. ~. 0. .,_ 
1 no 3~.b4U 245. 1-1 b. (.5. .So. 13. 4. u. u. 
1 9~ 1 37.20~ 16. 464. 14 7. 4~. ~- ., . L !l. 
1 915? 36.6~'1 217. '147. 146. 34. h. 4. u. u. • •• Ctd. 
Table 2.:2. Ctd. 
YEAR EB'FORT AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 1 96:::: 65.346 39. 4.5. 1/ ':J. 91. 9. 7. 4. l . 
m 1 96 9 'I ()6. 356 9. 1 Sl.J. 1 .54. 2.2 y. 7U. '12. 4. 2. 0 197n '11>1.~81 14. 242. 2 ';I~- ~I. 62. 'i. 2. 2. 0 er 1 971 'I? 9. 'I rJ7 41. 2 96. 14U. '1/4. 39. I. b. ., . er 1-'· 19 72 142.244 3n?.. 4f16. 346. ';17. 62. 20. 6. 7 m 
-'• ::r' 1973 91. 'I 5'1 270. 1 6/. 2 ':Ji:'. 1 3'1. 33. 25. 1 • .s. t-i 1 974 ?.~.651 159. .56). 1 3 7. '12.3. 3?. 6. "1. "1. 1-'• 
'!:} 1 97 5 '13?. • .55 .s L.. 53. 296. ?. u:s. ';IU. 37. Y. 1 • '1. er 1 976 139.22':J 2nz. 446. 305. 1 01 • 43. 30. 11 • o. 8 19 n "143.':>74 363. 1 9U. 3'1 o. 1 o1. 61 • Y. 3. 1. ti 1 97 R 127.387 139. 4f1':J. 1 /j 7. 13':J. .53. 8. 7 L ~ ..Jo 1-' 1 9/9 99.1SU.5 1 61 • 1 87. 461,. ';>/. .51 • o. u. 'I. 1 9 ~lO 121.21'1 177. /3). 345. '136. 36. 'l'i. 5. 'l. ,~ 1 9 ti 1 165.uuc .54. '11 6U. :i4U. 'I 6SI. 52. 4. :s. u. 1\) 
\0 1 9~2 135.2~11 401. 3'15. 62l<. '16/. 4 7. 6. 2. '1. 
Table 2-4 West of Scotland COD. Rho values and regression analysis 
for estimation of terminal Fs. 
YE .I~P. I:'\ •jf': ! ,. ) .. ) 0 
---------------------------------------------------
--------
I '>'u6 1 0 • .Sr~ 4 d .. '-)~ I) 1 • u I \). 'f'/4 t!..,lJ l ~ u. 1.; 'j I) !~ ... (Jj 6 
19oY ? n.LlN:. :.; • ''· 'i ·1 .I t.u ., • r') 'I ., • 1 u~ '1.'11."1 U.\1.5•:5 
19?11 3 fl.l. ~:) 't.'J.:;C: ·i .·ur n. /i_:;l n. '"'';;.·'+ n. ·1 ~' fl./?.11 
'19'/'1 4 U. 1 IS J. ;j\._~'1 u. -~-l~4 ('. :-J:>4 tJ. '1 ;~ 1. u.YI\1 1 .£'';I 'i 
·1'~n. 'i 1.56'1 1.'17? 1 • :1 '::J n '1. '::Jb)) ll. 1 '11 ·1. 1'-FI o. un 
'j '11 .5 6 1 • .5':12 d. 6 ( t. (j. I I l. u.ooiJ u. 4 'I 'I 2. '::J2{; 1.1 uz 
1974 7 'l.oZY '1. 'I/. i il.'::JI-;1 1.W>I r.s·u I. 24 ·1 3 .. 4iJ 
19'/'::J .:\ U.\14 7 J. 1.)(; :') 11. ot.c.• d. 5.5.'> u. 6ld u. / C<> u.<?l'-1 
'J9lo 9 n. K21 !1. I .$1• :1.(\i:(1 r1.) ·j ·1 n.n:, l.u:B b .I)) 4 
191/ 1 lJ tl. Y'l 6 u. 4/'1 U. dY:l U.45o.J u. )t; ':> u.o'::J4 1. u )5 
'197 :~ "J1 'l. 41l 7 'l.r:>tJ'-J fl. 1>\14 il.)~l:) fl.'II-S? 1) • • ;'18 'l.'l!J'i 
191':1 1 ;> 0.49· u.:5b~ '1.615 U. '::J'::JY U. 7 Yl .• • I. '::J:5 .S.i:>56 \>J 
'I ':I KO '13 r:. 4 -..:1 'l. 6) 3 'l.l:W4 n .o62 n.oa 2. 4b'l (.<'31 0 
1 <; l) 1 1 4 (). 1 1 u U. <:S'I ~) U.tUZ U.'::Jbb u. 1 )6 I. '::Jl <$ 'I. '1/ .s I 
1962 1:, 0.612 u. )J 1 lJ.ISI:>5 U.4'::J3 u.t.<; '::J Ll'.n 4.24.5 
---------------------------------------------------
-------------------------
Pf~EDIC. .. 20612. '::J'FI o. 66 (U. 2112 • S? 'I. 'I d':l. .SI 
PREDIC. F n. ·1 o? l) .. ~6? 1. ?:; I'! n. Y5 ~ 1. L. D'l ·1. u·tz 'j. 'I ~6 
---------------------------------------------------
----------------
COK.CUf.F. -n.n16 -11.) 73 -n. 83'1 -tl.4':16 -\~.? 'ilJ u. 446 u.'::J.Sl.l 
~LOPE -n.ooz -f). fl3f) -n. nn::; -1.026 -n.n1Y ll.OI? 0.26'} 
I i< T EI<C E PT O.o.s~ ·1 • t; tJ1 J.Y25 U.lS47. u. nu u. o41J U. 2 U1 
Table 2·2 North Sea HADDOCK. Effort (hours fished) and catch at age (N x 10-3) discards included. Input data for estimation of terminal Fs. 
YEAR E F FOR f AGE 1 ~ 3 4 s b 7 X 'I 'I[) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1963 'I p,g. ':> 72 4U25. 4':>'1 6'1. 32T!J. 24 7b. 1/!lfl. 1 L~. ) X. 'I 6 I. n~. c.. 1 Yo4 197.6?.5 u. 94'116. 11 01 :, • ~)4. 64?. 'i/2. C.'' L • zc.. 44. .,_ 1965 1 72. '192 311X. ':>4i'i. 5':>56~1- 20)). 'I 5 K. 'lf)';i. 32. 1'). 'l 2. Cll 1 9o6 194.U1~ 32137. 1 ) '~4 • 1 'I 43. ::>50::>4. 1':>2. O(> • S'l. 1 0. 1.. u. 0 1967 2 1 5 • 3 1 -1 11 2? 99 • 1335:i. !l3(-;. /o I. 43'1 9?.. ':>'I~. y. 21. 4. ., . 0 1 9o d 21~.-~~.-, 21758. "1)':;?.(. 36':> u. sn. ':>1 X. 12 ~u'-J. 4'-1. 1 lJ. 2. "I • et-196 9 1? 3. il10 ~6. 56~9;~. '1406<l. S 'I '1. 225. 323. 141-l6. C.IJ. '1. 0. et-19/U 133.44:i 1SX3. 4 171 • 9261'1. 2'1'1 (. 1 s 3. o3. i-'.6. 4.5'1. 5. u. 1--'-1 971 ., 74. ))'I 47647. ':>34.5. "'il06. 1S30SY. 1 1mx. ·1a. 34. 4.S. 4:SZ. n. Ol 19/2 2 01 • 4 y .s 459~. 7645?. 41 '-)(}. 41?. u. 3J 6rt. 'i'..:S':>. 32. I. 1LJ. 44. ::r 
'1973 'I~?. 54 'I ':> n14. 5'1 ':JZIJ. 3/30':;. <~3 2. 1551 • 640':>. '14;)'-). 1X. c.. 20. 19(4 11SS.4.S?.. 2470'/. 1 2) 0?. .542 31J. 7 3.So. 1 66. 2 Ul. 1 562. ..:55. 4. I. 8 1 915 152.971 3 961+. 51 3 9Y. '71). 'j L..22'1. 1'-J23. 1"'-
-'• 5'1. 3~3. 1 s. I. li 1 9/6 1? 1 • 64 'I ')(' 1). 2o~1?. ?UlJY7. 1.5'1'1 • 3065. ':>Ye. 'le. 0. Yi.J. 'I u. ID 1917 '144 • .54~ 4250. 353tl. 3c96H. /624. 451. 1006. 179. 2.1. ) . 3':>. 
.; 1 91o '13S.Z?.ll 9364. Y'l1u. 2194. 'I 72 '1'1. 1 1 I:S1 • 1u'l. 3.St. () 1 • 'I o. 2. f-' 1 97Y R7.4c/ 613X. 1 3Y n2. 41 06. /61J. 4611X. 33?. ) o. 7.5. 2'1. Y. \.N 191Sll ~5 .4'/) 5779. 2U66.5. )61) 1. 1 Ub). lY.S. 11 ::>9. 1 U4. '1'1. '16. 4. f-' 1 9d1 51. ss 3 7r19. 23':> I'll. 12313. 11CZ. 1no. '12. 320. K. c.. t!.. 1 9i:S2 t..7.61:i9 11 01 • 21:S6S. 7 U2 3Y. 324'1. 147. )/). 4Y. 1 Ub. 1 • 'I • 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 9o .5 61 ~- /YI'. 6U34?.l:l. 135':>2l1. 434'1. 2i'b.S. 1 302. 1 'll. n. 126. 'I). '1. 19o4 o39. 177 1 621 • 31~.56'1. 171:!::>6. 1213. "/61. 4'1 (. 23. "SY. 55. 'I • Cll 1 965 ':>~2.364 69774. 356~ • . , 73'1 3'1. 5 ~56. 4~1. 300. 10. 1 I. 1). '13. 0 1 9 o6 SlJU.ood 14Y1S?7. 62?..5. 11 ) l:S. <SS'ILS. 1 Ul:i2. ol. 3::>. 2~. :s. u. 0 19o 7 514.~54 866273. 2X19o. 11 ~n. 8o2. 45 33:~. 360. 45. 3~. Hl. '13. et-1 9•:J 6 ::>43.6t..2 1<:W256. 153U75. ~Y26. ':;1). 4 U9. 1 77 Jl. n. 1 .5. 2. 'I • et-1 96 9 '~91 .43) '1111 • 322~94. 30) 8iJ.. 1ncY. 27?.. 2 I). 3495. 2~. 3. 'j. I-'· 1 9 ( l] 426.)1).) 2 U187. 2U4t);?. 2IJ::>1'>33. 6'1'-14. l:S). 1 ''•. 3o. l /(. 4. :s. Ol 1 911 416.1'•4 543516. 2'1374. 1 3554. 'I 0->':;:l<:.'fJ. 2462. 152. 36. 31. 24'-J. 44. ::r 1 9/2 ::S9?..432 1'1155"/9. 'lo(tdf'. YZU. 4cY3. ::S9l59. <n1. s::s. I. s. 1 'j u. 
1 973 41 4. dY ':i '-JR.~"W4. 193251. 693ofl. 1 ·nz. 1f'l43. na. 35 I. 4;~. I. 3'-1. Cll 1 9r 4 .S49.oU4 3::>1<-HIU. 4l:S54?. ?5o4Y::> • 'I 31 IS4. 441. 2.:S4. 23YU. 46. 5. 6. CD 
'l 9/5 ~? ') .432 t..JOH'IS. 1611'26. 1 )6'12. 25 ::)36. 3711r:. 'I ':>'1. 11 n. 53\l. a. n. I-'· 1 91o 3 [Jl. I b S 3 ':>!531. 32Y..:Sts6. 514oc .• ?.':>2'1. t>U69. 1l12o. S4. 'I.S. 1 £,o. ., lJ. ~ 1 '-)7? .313.Yn 33 ~n9. 3"10?2. '13011':-'0 • ·12 gys. 16~4. 14 xn. 347. 24. I. c4. CD 1 (} ( :~ :5?).!.1-o 1ou841. 69U:5.:S. 1 4341.J. 441 ::>2. 236o. 4~2. 613. oo. 2':1. .s. 
1 91 'i 316.4'1'} ti3633. ? H:i1 r. 1 '1215. 3040. gf)73. 646. 70. 113. 24. 4. 1 9JU 29l.l2 I 131314. 'l?.l:l.SIJ<:>. ?. o2 Uo. 3.5'-JS. ':> U1 • 24 'j). 12.5. 2U. )6. 2:S. 1 y,n ?.~·.;. b 12 1 03 57. 134264. "i5?2'>'. 511'$'1. 7n?.. 1 1)2. 5 7'-J. 1). 1.2. '1. 
1 9o2 ?_':/ 7. ( _) LJ ..:5'11 44. :SUY6Y • '11 1:56'-J';l. 'I 4/.Y (. o?S?. 'I 4::>. .SY. 23U • 1 • 9. 
• •• Ctd. 
Table 5-5 contd. 
YEAR EFFORT AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 ':>o 3 5. 01 \) 1 569. 1.5u. o. .s. 3. n. n. I) • o. 1). 
1%4 ?I;. 65..) G. .S15U. 1 n . . , u. 5. 2. u. u u • u. m 
1 ')6 5 54.79Y 1759. >i3. .S?lJ 'l. J ('. 7. 4. ., . n • 0. r:J. 0 1 9o6 3 5. 6L; 1 311?. 1 ?'I • .So. 1246. 1l. . ,_ 1 • ., . u. u. 0 
1967 ?~.nn '13?.X6. 441. 2!1. "16. 469. t!.. o. 1). (). 0. d-1 96d {, r:S .?.3<5 21 6. .S"J su. 1 21 • 2 ., • 3<J. 2.5:.. . , . u. u. u • d-1%9 63. o6.~ ·J >W. 2n 6nY. ., noz. 34. 1fl. K. u. I. 0. 0. ..... 197U 133.)?.':1 ~12. 931 •• 1 01 )4. .Sb6. 4. J. ., . l$5 • u. LJ. m 1 ',) i'1 ·1 r4. YfJ"I 67'){66. 3P52. "J 5)3. "16024. !-4?. lt!.. ., ?<. 0. 4). ., 2. ::r 
1 972 1? 1 • U3 l 20413. ?.U27Y. 24Y ). 1 U6.5. 7Y2U. . , ~~. 13 • I. 1 • 26. 
t-1 
\..N 
1\) 1913 152.42? 20457. 34299. Y42'1. 242. 21"13. 1 5 ":f1 • '• .~. 3. 1. 6 • 
..... I 1 9 74 116.':162 4) I)IJ1. 669). 149L;3. 2.530. 31. 21 • 2153. b. u. 1 • ~ 19 75 "I 61. fJ09 121$502. 26965. 24)f1. S213. ) 20. u. 14. ?f. "L 1 • 
-'• ::r 1 9/6 1:-2.419 .53 55. 5Y426. 11:14('. b .Sl. 1 157. 32 0. (. ) . 4). 1 • d-1977 2?4.1124 1 01 n7. 644 j. 411 a. 34'.12. 390. 1-:5 (. 'N. 1). 2. ). 1 9i' ~ 23 6. YZ'.J 4::>731... 114 71 • 2914. ·1 ?.?.uu. 174. "1"1 u. 1 6/. 24. 4. u. 8 19/9 2~7.4Y4 44659. ?.3 "157. 4111. 71 ,, • 36 44. 2:13. 2 0. ) I. 20. 0. li 19u!J .53:~. ·1 ~~I ')2 5?.2. 462 ;j). 6iJI>3 • /)). 197. 1 u 1). 6"1 • "I ,-s. ti. ). {l> 1 9 ?S1 251.)n4 "(<J?9. 51:! 1ft). 136S3. 1) 1 ,.; • 161. t!.D. 320. 1 '~ • 6. l. :;; 1 9<1?. zsu.o?u 2 )2 '>7. 1U1 7U. 5.54ot'. 3'721. 133. bl. l. 56. u. u. 1-' 
Table 5.6 North Sea HADDOCK. Rho values and regression analysis for estimation of terminal Fs 
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~able 2it West of Scotland HADDOCK. Effort (hours fished}-and catch at age (N x 10-3) discards included. 
- --- lliput <rata for estimation of terminal Fs. 
YEAR Er F OK T AGE 1 2 j 4 5 b I 1'l 'I 1 () 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1966 71 • :>2) 711:9. 24Y. 1 46. 2 0) 6Y. Y21 • 36. ·u. 24. 0. 0. 
1 96 7 54.2.51 :>922. 2YrS7. 1 <>2. .I uz. 1 21514. 6). 1 • ..s. 2. u. 
1 96~ 5n.on1 b ~R6. 1 .S.:l3 .I • 644. 13 d. 3YX. :l402. 3·1 n. 1:, • 2. 0. 
1 969 42.05;) D. 3U4 SY. 556:>. 2 )2. .117. 1 14. 2264. ISI. 2. u. 
1970 411.57?. n. . 11 3. 2o460. 1.) (6. 43. 34. 72 • 242. 3. 2. t:f.l 0 
1 971 41.2:54 ~42. 4 7). 449. ·1 62 )u. 142. (.). 1 • u. 1o. 2. 0 c+ 
1 972 55.)36 3 2 ~~4. 1>.14111\. '103. 1 041 • 236 71. 1 ')(). 5. 5. ll. 6. c+ 1-'· 
1 97 3 51. "1:>..5 1 711 • ,.1 ':J1. oZ o1. '16. 641. 1 7U) 1;l. 61 • u. .,_ o·l • rn I:!' 1 Y"/4 45.159'1 64:~4. 3 7'1':>. ,., 54. 1 ':JOY. 2~. 2D. 43bb. rl. ., . n. 8 19/S 37.UdU )<:J/16. 11)4). ·1 4UL •• 'I o't). 6o6. zu. ,.1. 1:::>2.5. 4U. 2. 1-J 
1976 35 • .507 66. 13426. :>Yfl2. ,' 1 ~. 595. 1 63. 4. ., . zn. 1 • Pl :::: 
1917 33.Y4i5 2 534. 2.37. 1 2 .SU4. 2U)Y. 129. .1/'J. S2. (. 1 • 21. 1-' 
1978 51 • 5 R2 .13"16. 6 ~cl. I Y2. 1 11~5 '1. 1)42. "I 5 t>. 'IZt!.. 'tY. 1 • ., n. 
1 979 33.57 s 661 iS. 22 :~). 61'1. 14. 31 <56. ..SUY. .51. ?.4 • ..5. 2. \..>J 
19Kn 19.·S60 465. 3664. 134b. 2/4. n. lln. 4"(. c.. '1. 1 • ~ 
1 9 <:l1 1 3. ( ~:d 3. 142 72. ..SI!>..S. 1 bY. ?.3. 2. 1 .51 • 2. ..s. u. 
1 9152 1 4.1 Y4 X6. 4 7Y. 72.12. 1405. 37. c.. 1 2. 3'1. fJ. n. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 966 '156.51'1 491 • 1 65. ~. 1 X6 2/S. 5:SX. 4. 2. b. u. u. 
190 7 151:l.20<:$ 15256. 1 Do95. ) 'I b. 'I 03. 6640. 1 /0. 4. ~ c.. 0. 
1908 ·1 50. UY4 o.:s59X. 1 o4 6 Y. 1 o:>5. 11 (. 143. 21 24. ? 5'). -~ . o. u. t:f.l 
1 969 1 4 r). 71 i) 67. 9061J5. 3 73X. ( 0'1 • 63. ~·,. 754. 41. ) . n. 0 0 
1 9/U lJ5.o2'>1 4:B2. ., ,'J3. 4 )4 U2. 444. 65. .,6. 1 'I. ·1'14. (. u. c+ c+ 
1 971 9 ><. /4., 35no5. 1tS rn. 1 554. 3?21.1. '139. :>0. 2. 2. "(9. 1. 1-'· rn 
1 972 7 t). I L, 1 oll52. 1 ( '11 ..5. SI$:>. .5'·4. <:l..54•t • (4. HJ. .,_ u. zu. I:!' 
1 973 59.)'/6 25035. 34 35. 36 1FI. 2 ':i. 3'1. 1 6311. ;i. 14. 2. :>. t:f.l (I) 
19/4 56.448 23940. loSt. dd). o o·J. i~ • 3'1. 6:>2. 'I u. ) . 4. 1-'· 
19?5 51>.4211 90247. (63b. 46/. 324. 'I .'-\3. 3. 4. 1 31). .,_ .,_ ~ (I) 
1 9/6 57.llf.J\J 11826. 2U.:SUo. .:5U)l.J. 212. n:L 'i.5..S. 3. 2. 1 u':f. .,_ 
19 77 41. Y2i1 3R12. n s~~- 6/Y'I. 603. 1 6'1. 6'-J. 4X. 4. 2. n. 
197~ 33.o1/ 34'10. ?.96. 1 !;"(. 1'140. 1 .3 (J. ., 0. b. 
'· 
u. 'I • 
1'i/9 3g.465 1219~l. S'IWI. 2WI. 04. osn. )0. ·r • 4. 2. n. 
19~LJ 31:l. 64 u 7L.36. o9U. i'd5. '14. 25. ..5..56. 21 • 2. 1 • 2. 
1 '11:11 37.znx 35. 1 12 44. 4Y6C. :s·l ..s. 49. 4. 1 26. 4. ., . o. 
1 962 36.61S9 2 X~3. 1215. D?.2 /. uz.s. ?.7. ) . 1 • 1 L. • l. u. 
••• eta. 
'!'able 2..:..1 Ctd. 
YEAR EFFORT AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
1 9o 6 40.:>3d lJ. . L u. I Ll.S. 21 • n. fl. n. f) • fl. 19o7 80.'116 4?.9. 1 .)?.(>. I"!J. I. 1 d9. I. u. u. u. u. 1 9o ~ 65.34K c. 444. ~14. 'j 3<:'. ';). 1 3. ~c.. y. 1). o. 1). m 1 9o 9 1 06. 0~ () u. o·t u~. "1. It.. ~Se. ~. o. ).) . (). 'I • u. 0 0 197f) '11 .~. oi:il 55·~- 61. 11 YO. Y4. H. 4. ... 24. c.. D. et-
et-1 9 71 ·1? 9. 1 a? . , ? 8 ')6. 4?.i. .S?.4. 1111. 3u. c.1. '1. u. .51 • .s • f-'· 
ra 1 97?. '14?.. C.44 1479. ? fl K~S. 44 "1. 1Yl. 4635. 4:>. 15. .,_ n. .20. P"' 19 73 91 • 'j ~ 'j S'i9. 1'1 71 • ., !>Yo. '1. 1 l). ( t!.IJ. (. ) . 1 • .s. t-' 1 9 7 '· RX.o5"1 ~ 1 61. <JSIJ. lOo. 4C.~. 4. . , ~~ . 4C.l. Y. 2. 4 • f-'· !§. 19/S 132 • .553 2 U?.71 • 4~?.~. .S':fb. .sou. 32U. 6. <>. c. 5.5. c. • c.. et-1976 139.as 2f1f>7. 11 4 1:(5. C.D04. '172. 20l). l'IY. ., ., 'F' L ..Jo 1-3 1977 '143. :>"14 11 51 • .Std. .SSo<:'. bbl. ':f5. 6<5. 4Y • y. 1. .su. li Ill 19 78 127.3?,7 2563. .2 n6. 1 5 i'. 141C.. ?.ns. 33. 'j y. 1.:> • '1. .,_ :;: 1 9/9 99.6U.S 1 U349. 24?.U. 1 ().). .s.s. ~U3. ~y. '11. J. 4. u . 1-' 19/:W . , 2 ·; • C.1 ., 4 939. 3?57f1. 'I D35 • 'I M. 3P.. 500. 5.2. I. 'I • c.. 1 961 1b5.UU?. ?.H. 14ts6.5. 44ob. 42.S. 4lJ. i.l. llb. "12. s. '1. \..N 1 9~2 'j 35.2 ((I) 4962. Y6U. 1 '1309. 112.C.. 7'1. 'If). 'j ~. '1.-l. '1. 1 • \.J1 
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Table 5.9 North Sea '.~'RI'I'ING. Effort (hours fished) and catch at age (N x 10-3) discards included. Input data for estimation of terminal Fs. 
YEAR EFFORT AGE 1 2 s 4 ) b l ~ 'i 'I U 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 963 1 ?'1\.572 296Cl. 2 fl14Y. blb'.J. 40YO. 1 'I 56. 2<>4. 3. 43. 1. l. 1 9o4 197.o23 ('04. 1c:>SS. 1 'I UU). ? 1 Ul • 1 US6. 246. 11. I. 'I 'I • 4. t:r.l 1965 1 72. ';1<,12 691. 2 lb. 1 53 YY. 2Y04. 4B4. ns. 4Y. 1::;. 1 • 1 • () 1 966 1Y4.d1c 1l77. U9!>. ~l>l. 'I 346'1. 143G. 'j 3(;. )4. 'I.S. 6. u. 0 1 9o 7 21S.S1Y X2 SS. Tlf14. snn. 102. ·1 n632. 15'1 I. 1 'I 1:5. 23. '12. n. c+ 1 9oH 21 8.14 'I 7211 • 2114U. oo3 I. 3u/o. 267. 4nY. (':J'f. ?.o. 'I u. 5. c+ 1 96 y i23.ll'lrl 74. 11 oa. bS I':J. '14).). )64. 4). '135. 63. 2. o. 1-'· 197U 1 33. 44) 394. 'l..74. 1td.St$. ?..S U. 347. '1'14. 4. 2'12. 'I U. 1 • tll 19l1 174.':JSY 4 79~. 2S1Y. 453. 130YS. '1484. 'I IY. 52. [). ~q. 
.5. P" 1 912 ?.l.J1 .49..5 J83U. lb4!>. 2 42 'I. SUI. 7~9 5. bbtl. 'IS. 36. ., u. n. 1 973 'I ~2. )4 ., 9?.~5. ·1 ofJqy. 4601:\. '1'14. Hl'. 'I 111. 2'16. 2:>. ., 0. .5. 1-3 1 914 'I /:SS .432 '1726. 1 IUdU. /4.!.4. '16(. 2u?. .)). 5.5.3. il. ) . 1.. ti 1 975 152.'171 '1617. ) '1.'-l(~. 1 32 ~';/. 2'166. 279. 4'' L • I. 1 2 I. '12. '1. l.ll 1 9 ( 6 1?1.641 nw. <n ?1. ;.: 6So. 3Y2o. 6Y1. '12'1. 14. u. 2'7. 2. ::;; 1Y17 ·1 44.34 ·3 R.'i':J. b3t+Z. 1 3fJ)tJ. 1 ':J z 'I • 2332. 21 'I • 20. 2. 2. 'I 2. 1-' 1 9/ ~ 13 5. ?.2l1 n7u. 1?. '1 I ':I. 1 ))U'I. titd2. ssu. 7:>2. 71 • y. u. u. 1 9/9 R7.467 21{5 6. 1 4 >s14. 1'1 1)6~. 7 d2 il. 2945. 1 eo. 212. 2). 'I • (). 1 9 <J Ll 55.47) 6?6. 1 lJ () 11.5 • 1 UU'76. .545'1. 239~. b /). 3U • 2'1 • s. !>. 19WI s 1. )5.) ? 3 :~. r;c34. ofl4 /. :54 "/I). )4A. S31. 1 fl4. ~. 4. o. 
\..>1 1 '1~2 47.015'-J n1. on. o).$2. ?.ob6. 916. cY. '14. c. u. u. -..:] 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 9D 3 o1 ~ ./Y.'i Y2 4 51. 1.5)622. ?.Yo.S:>. '114'.JY. 2'1<,1 ':J. /'!,'-;;. 4. 55. ., D. fl • 1 961, 039. 'I 7? . , 6b?.l. 112cdU. 4 Ub';i). S4u I. 2.5)0 • o4/. 142. u. '14. .s. 1 96) SY2 • .So4 ·1 rJo73?. 'I fl1 Y 7. 11 Cl ,5~4. '1?446. ?.06'1. 644. 1 s '1. 4o. o. 4. t:r.l 19 o6 ':ll.JU.o61J Y4342. 414Ld. 66\J':J. ...;l,t' 'IS. /?..56. 12 s. 2'.13. ?.1.. ., ) . u () 
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Table 5.10 North Sea WHITING. Rho values and regression analysis for estimation of Terminal Fs. 
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Table 5.11 West of Scotland WHITING. Effort (hours fished) and catch at age (N x 10-3) 
Input data for estimation of terminal Fs. 
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Table 6.1 North Sea COD • Estimates of recruitment at age 1 and 2. 
AGE 1 AGE 2 
VPA number x 106 -
Year IYFS l) IYFS 2) IYFS VPA number x 106 IYFS l) IYFS 2) IYFS Class index index index3) IV VIa index index index3) IV VIa 
1968 4.8 76 2.3 
1969 73-8 379 5.2 29.1 263 4.2 
1970 99-7 429 8.7 37-5 37-4 6.4 312 6.8 
1971 4.1 4-5 1.4 78 4.3 10.5 10.5 2.7 60 3·3 1972 37·7 41.4 5-3 154 6.9 9.5 9-0 3-3 104 5.5 1973 14.6 10.5 3-1 129 8.2 6.1 3.8 1.8 92 6.1 
1974 95-7 52.4 9-1 225 12.7 20.2 18.7 6.3 157 9-3 1975 8.8 9-4 2.2 109 7-4 3-1 3.4 1.3 84 4-3 1976 . 40.3 53-0 11.4 378 9-7 42.3 36.1 5-9 255 6.9 1977 14-4 18.3 5·3 224 9-0 9-2 11.4 3.6 158 6.7 1978 9-8 14.5 3-8 236 14-4 17.6 11.9 2.9 160 11.0 1979 26.3 21.6 6.6 444 20.5 29-7 28.5 11.6 313 15-7 1980 13.5 3-7 2.0 131 7-7 6.4 8.3 2.8 (88) (5-9) 1981 12.8 11.6 3-4 (290) (21.3) 20.24) 15.44) 4.34) (181) (15.8) 1982 5.o4) 5.44) 2.24) 
-
1) Unadjusted arithmetic mean number per hour trawling per statistical rectangle 
2) Estimates obtained as for 1) but restricted to rectangles that have been fished every year (Burd and Pa.rnell 1982) 3) Unadjusted geometric mean values of rectangles fished every year 




Table 6.2 North Sea HADDOCK. Estimates of recruitment at age l and 2. 
AGE l t: AGE 2 
X 10 6-Year IYFS l) IYFS 2) IYFS VPA number x 10 IYFS l) IYFS 2) IYFS ) VPA number Class index index index3) IV VIa index index index3 IV VIa 
1968 45 347 14 
1969 28 469 18 32 148 9 
1970 855 3 290 245 299 313 59 l 083 137 
1971 740 788 62 2 335 76 971 987 103 l 306 44 
1972 187 187 9 755 79 110 94 13 294 22 
1973 1 072 803 116 2 6os 169 385 284 60 1 052 76 
1974 1 168 1 018 397 4 599 436 670 578 113 1 892 196 
1975 172 103 20 398 35 84 91 17 176 8 
1976 162 111 27 565 23 108 113 17 238 7 
1977 385 421 56 933 56 240 107 16 355 31 
1978 480 482 53 1 188 165 402 310 28 658 76 
1'979 896 614 83 2 039 388 675 718 119 1 018 297 
1980 268 133 23 341 16 252 179 18 (154) (13) 
1981 533 242 38 (1 257) (102) 3484) 2634) 414) 
1982 3054) 1994) 354) 
1) Unadjusted arithmetic mean number per hour trawling per statistical rectangle 
2) Estimates obtained as for 1) but restricted to rectangles that have been fished every year (Burd and Parnell 1982) 
3) Unadjusted geometric mean values of rectangles fished every year 
4) Preliminary figure 
...,.. 
...,.. 
Table 6. 3 North Sea WHITING. Estimates of recruitment at age l and 2. 
AGE l AGE 2 Year IYFS l) IYFS 2) IYFS ) VPA number x 106 IYFS l) IYFS 2) IYFS ) VPA number X 106-Class index index index3 rv VIa index index index3 IV VIa 
1968 77 126 16 
1969 69 926 22 31 227 17 
1970 274 l 408 31 190 222 20 598 23 
1971 332 279 44 2 438 93 763 943 67 l 156 61 
1972 l 1~6 lOll 273 3 258 194 496 250 55 l 632 147 
1973 ;'22 341 91 l 710 67 153 ll7 28 726 47 
1974 P~! 5 793 257 3 175 150 535 440 61 l 741 110 
1975 679 948 129 l 796 50 219 319 23 l 041 34 
1976 418 621 211 2 139 79 293 386 36 843 50 
1977 513 552 176 l 808 105 183 186 16 l 105 70 
1978 457 451 143 1 956 63 391 450 27 l 146 45 
1979 692 566 197 l 444 125 485 440 45 893 92 
1980 227 178 74 498 20 232 181 ll (230) (13) 
1981 161 182 57 (826) (20) 1554) 1014) 214) 
1982 1304) loo4) 454) 
-
---l) Unadjusted arithmetic mean number per hour traw1irLg per statistical rectangle 
2) Estimates obtained as for l) but restricted to rectangles that have been fished every year (Burd and Parnel1 1982) 3) Unadjusted geometric mean values of rectangles fished every year 






Geometric mean regressions of different indices of abundance for COD 
and the estimated recruitment figures for I-group and II-group 
r: correlation coefficient 
u: slope 
v: intercept 
N: number of data points 
range: range of year classes included 
R~: Recruitment of year classj at agei (x lo-6) 
J 
Age Relationship r u V N range g-.coup 
I VPA-IYFS standard .58 3.80 103 12 1969-80 
VPA-BP geometric .75 36.ll 28.3 10 1971-80 
VPA-BP arithmetic .90 6.18 67.9 10 1971-80 
VPAvia - VPAiv .48* .034 1.26 12 1969-80 
Final estimate Sub-area IV 
11 11 Division VIa 
II VPA-IYFS standard .91 6.91 42.4 12 1968-79 
VPA-BP geometric .84 30.15 30.7 10 1970-79 
VPA-BP arithmetic .92 7.32 43.9 10 1970-79 
VP~Ia - VPAIV .55 0.040 .068 12 1968-79 
Final estimate Sub-area IV 
11 11 Division VIa 


























1) Based on the mean value of the poor year classes 1971, 1973, 1975 and 1980 
2) Based on the regression of VPA-IYFS standard: see also Section 7•4 
3) Because the correlation coefficient is not significant average 
recruitment has been assumed 
4) See Section 8,3 
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Table 6.5 
Geometric mean regressions of different indices of abundance for HADDOCK 
and the estimated recruitment figures for I-group and II-group. 
r: correlation coefficient 
u: slope 
v: intercept 
N: number of data points 
range: range of year classes included 
R~: Recruitment of year class j at age l (x 10-6) 
Age Relationship r u V N R~ group range J 
I VPA-IYFS standard 0.92 3.45 -218 12 969-80 1 R 1982 = VPA-BP geometric .91 11.71 586 10 971-80 
VPA-BP arithmetic 
.94 4.04 -305 10 971-80 
VPAvia - VPArv .83 0,106 -31.3 12 969-80 
Final estimate Sub-area IV 
11 11 Division VIa. 
II VPA-IYFS standard .84 1.84 97 12 968-79 2 R 1981 = VPA BP-geometric .88 13.00 lOO 10 970-79 VPA-BP arithmetic 
·75 1.82 152 10 970-79 
VPA-VIa - VPAIV .69 0.163 -40.5 12 968-79 
Final estimate Sub-area IV 
11 11 Division VIa 
1 
1 
1) Because of the apparent curved nature of the relationships, the final 
recruitment figures chosen were based on the actual observations in the 














'I'able 6. 6 
Geometric mean regressions of different indices of abundance for WHITING 
and the estimated recruitment figures for I-group and II-group. 
r: correlation coefficient 
u: slope 
v: intercept 
N: number of data points 
range: range of year classes included 
R~: Recruitment of year class j at age i (x 10-6) J 
Age Relationship r u V N group range 
I VPA-IYFS standard .77 2.65 549 12 1969-80 
VPA-BP geometric • 62 10.56 338 10 1971-80 
VPA-BP arithmetic • 63 2.92 347 10 1971-80 
VPAvia - VPAIV • 84 0.006 -40.2 12 1969-80 
Final estimate Sub-area IV 
11 11 Division VIa 
II VPA-IYFS standard .73 2.23 227 12 1968-79 
VPA-BP geometric ·~} 18.43 455 10 1970-79 VPA-BP arithmetic .2 1.58 494 10 1970-79 
VPAVIa - VPAIV .84 .03 -5.91 12 1968-79 
Final estimate Sub-area IV 
11 11 Division VIa 







1) Based on inspection of the graphs, taking into account the level of 
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Table 7.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Sub-area IV, 1973-1982 ~atafor 1973- 1981 as 
officially reported to ICES) 
Country 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Belgium 11 741 10 253 7 566 7 483 10 346 17 473 12 576 9 630 
Denmark 47 950 54 207 46 344 53 277 42 582 41 858 48 509 56 404 
Faroe Iela.ndl:l 803 416 732 448 260 56 113 150 
France . 13 247 7 275 8 667 8 079 7511 11 944 12 559 10 910 
German Dem.Rep. 343 132 223 69 21 75 84 63 
Germany,Fed.Rep. 21 410 17 089 16 457 24 445 22 663 37 040 20 411 26 343 
Ireland 
- - - 98 136 174 1 
-
Netherlands 25 758 24 029 23 263 21 835 29 903 48' 817 34 752 45 400 
Norway a) 454. 324 1 528 1 877 1 449 2·747 3 575 4 506 
Poland 1 551 4 750 2 991 2 961 381 115 142 28 
Spain 90 80 63 14 
- - - -
Sweden 2 534 2 071 900 597 36 .... b) 298 293 
UK(Engl.&Walee) 47 327 39 857 33 615 46 475 35 424 59 127 54 923 49 951 
UK(Scotland) 48 844 39 887 37 308 39 597 34 406 41 984 42 811 45 044 
·USSR 2 497 2 667 - 6 796 6 187 
- 17 17 
-
Total IV' 224 549 203_ 037 186 453 213 442 185 118 261 427 .230 771 248 722 
Total IV' a 59 640 '64 152 58 343 68 352 55 623 43 357 41 118 48 467 
Total !Vb 134 953 114 087 107 227 126 218 lOO 191 164 388 147 313 161 767 
Total I'Ve 29 956 24 798 20 883 18 872 29 304 53 682 42 340 38 488 
-
*) provisional figures 
a)Figures from Norway do not in8lude cod caughtin Rec. 2 fisheries 
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Table 7.7 North Sea (IV) COD. Management Options assuming that the fishing mortality remains unchanged from 1982-1983. 
1983 
F3-8 Stock Spawning Total Biomass Stock H.C. Landings Biomass 
465 255 0.73 223 
(= Fs2 
Weights in thousands of tonnes 
Recruitment 1983-84 R0 = 202 000 x 10
3 
Stock Biomass = fish at age 1 and older 
Management 




F'84 = F83 
F'84 = o 
F'B4 = 0.2 F'83 
F'B4 = 0.5 F'83 
F'84 = 1. 5 F'83 
F84 = 2.0 F83 
Spawning Stock Biomass = fish at age 3 and older 











F'3-8 Spawnip~ H.C. Stock Spawning Stock H.C. Landings Biomass Stock Biomass Biomass 
2 9 .12 41 645 412 
0.18 60 613 382 
.73 183 413 200 
- -
714 475 
.15 49 632 399 
.37 109 533 308 
\/ 1.1 234 333 131 
-
259 1.47 270 278 86 
,\J'l 
'..,. 
Table~ North Sea COD. Management Options assuming the TAC agreed for 1983 will be taken. 
1983 
Stock Spawning f3-8 Total Biomass Stock H.C. Landings Biomass 
465 255 .82 240 
(=TAC) 
Weight§ in thousands of tonnes 
Recruitment 1983-84 R0 = 202 000 x 10
3 
Stock Biomass = fish at age 1 and older 
Management 




f84 = f83 
f84 = o 
f84 = 0.2 f83 
f84 = .0.5 f83 
f84 = 1. 5 f83 
f84 = 2.0 f83 
Spawning Stock Biomass = fish at age 3 and older 
Exploitation pattern 1983-84 based on 1977-1982 average 
1984 
Stock Spawnip,g f3-8 H.C. Biomass Stock H.C. Landings Biomass 







































German Dem. Rep. 




























2 074 2 467 
5 645 6 084 
3 3 
7 13 
12 263 13 652 
1975 1976 1977 1978 
49 71 - -
7 - - -
3 39 43 
-
3 546 5 611 3 583 4 499 
2 
- - -
12 1 3 31 
1 141 1 341 984 1 214 
5 11 5 3 
17 22 29 40 
68 18 
- -
180 15 20a) 108a) 
- - I - -
2 217 2 742 2 434 2 082 
5 806 7 475 5 513 5 539 
3 13 5 5 
107 46 
- -


















2 348 2 302 
6 929 7 603 
2 2 
- -
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TOT .RIO 1 3'1.503 4717o 41'1.54 .S'IlDt+ .S.So.Sri .3.317U 3'1 .5.5/ 3.Sl U7 .s 7"1 .52 4 UUY1 .544~1:> 36UU1 
SI-'S RI v ·l 25 Rf17 37'1 ":r; 33343 2546:. C..2r;46 217'-13 2260'-) 21217 211) ~~R 22d34 227f1S 21 08'1 0'\ 
0 
I 
19 79 19,q(J 1 'I "1.1 ·1 YU. '1'}~3 1967-?<J 
'1 143(d ?.lh3b r12o 21:51 b .... .., ............ ** ... 17 !J<J 
?. 6-14?. 11 nn15 '15T2.l 5':>'?.2 '15 ~(}7 5534 
) 4U4 5 4171 6U~b 6b61:l 3:S::>lJ 3?.1 0 
4 1 n K~l 1397 16 33 2112 zo·l n 1466 
; 5%l! ?.9:5 4!>~ 521 oO 6U"I 
0 2 ., '· 125 72 1 R':i 104 265 
·; 62 51 .33 31 ::>6 114 
-3+ 711 1 6 11 1 ~ 1 2 70 
TOTAL NO 2l1'1 1 376l)U .31735 .S6TI~ 
SPS Wl 5 9'11 6f154 ~2~2 '154'1 
TOT. BI 0'"1 431 o4 51 ~1 u :>?.195 5t"lcl<J 
SPS fHOi1 ?:5279 ?37~6 297f12 33766 
Table 8.6 
LIST UF I~PUT VARIARLES FOR THE ICES ~REDICTION PROGRA~ 
VIA CUD 
FIRST YEAR: 1983 
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-Table 8.7 West of Scotland COD. Management Options. 
1983 
Stock Spawning F(3-4) Total Management 
Biomass Stock H.C. Landings Option for 1984 Biomass 
55.5 28.9 .84 22.6 ~.1 
(=F82) F 
max 
F84 = F83 
F84.=.o 
F84 = 0.2 F83 
F84 ="0.5 F83 
F84 = 1. 5 F83 
F84 = 2.0 F83 
---
Weights in thousands of tonnes 
Recruitment 1983-84 R0 = 7 739 x 10
3 
Stock Biomass = fish at age 1 and older 
Spawning Stock Biomass = fish at age 3 and older 












































Table 9.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIb, 1973-1982. 
(Data for 1973-1981 as officially reported to ICES). 
Country 1973 1974 1976 1977 
Belgium l 
Denmark 
Faroe Islands 5 3 22 40 10 
France 320 l 128 4 4 3 l 
i i Germany, Fed.Rep. - - - - - -
Ireland 













... . .. 
U.K. (Engl.&Wales) l 
-
I 28 77 89 285 
I 
! 
U.K. (Scotland) 128 39 I 98 61 33 384 I 
USSR 26 
- 110 l 398 
- -
Total 483 1 175 243 1 571 168 752 
*) Provisional 














































Table 10.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Divisions VIId and VIle, 1973-1982 
(Data for 1973 - 1981 as officially reported to ICES) 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
124 93 67 59 65 53 435 699 
- -
-
2 718 1 506 1 120 2 160 2 052 
2 658 1 425 3 099 2 143 1 646 5 185 8 044 4 848 
30 2 4 + 2 1 + -
7 13 6 - - - - -










45 - 3 































Table 10.2 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIIb, c and VIIg, k, 1973-1982 
(Data for 1973-1981 as officially reported to ICES) 
Country 1973 1974 
Belgium 323 167 
Denmark 
- -
Faroe Islands 256 
-
France 2 791 2 302 
Germany,Fed. l 
-Rep. 
·Ireland 568 283 
Netherlands 14 9 
Norway 
- -
Poland 75 39 
Spain 301 232 
UK(England+Wales ). 60 26 
UX(Scotland) 
- -
USSR 10 72 
·, Total VIIb,c, g-k 4 399 3 130 
--
- --~- ------ L-----~-- L-. 
*)provisional 
a)catch in VIIg only 

















1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 




- - - -
-




506 315 323 552 1 028 








1 140 51 11 
- 17 
44 33 28 33 83 
- - 2 1 12 
203 
- - - -




























Table 11.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Sub-area IV, 1973-1982. 
(Data for 1973-1981 as officially reported to ICES) 
Country 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 i 1981 ! 1982* ! 
1---------+----+----t----+----t----+----+----+-----!!-' -----+--·~ 
Belgium 2 385 1 137 2 209 2 166 2 293 1 295 732 1 414 1 217 ! 966 I 
Denmark 13 118 44 342 32 930 46 899 20 069 8 093 8 248 12 928 13 198 ; 32 159 \ 
I 
Faroe Islands 1 198 435 267 183 385 12 7 27 46 15 I 
France 4 695 4 020 4 646 5 500 6 914 5 122 7 208 7 407 12 344 15 989 ! 
~erman Dem.Rep. 22 8 44 20 8 37 12 36 - - i 
Germany,Fed.Rep. 4 587 3 478 2 396 3 433 3 744 2 589 2 549 2 354 3 387 4 861 1 
Ireland - - - 31 53 101 - - - -
Ne.the.rland.s 3 185 3 035 1 901 1 728 1 598 857 955 l 557 2 279 l 121 
Norway a) 454 324 331 367 374 6.09 968 1 191 2 283 l 782 
Poland 2 553 3 001 1 485 1 155 485 62 106 59 31 317 
Spain 101 <!10 - ·- - - - - - -
Sweden b) 4 550 3 098 2 083 2 455 113 -d) 907 l 165 l 301 l 856 
UX(Eng1and+Wa1es) 16 586 10 798 11 499 17 238 17 167 12 200 10 77 4 12 195 14 570 16 108 
UK(Scotland) 88 132 71 679 6.4 686 80 576 89 465 58 406 54 119 64 058 82 798 105 875 
USSR 49 356 . 42 234 49 686 42 852 8 010 54 18 - - -
Total IV 190 9,22 187 799 17 4 163 204 603 150 678 89 437 86 603 104 391 ·1 133 454 ll8l 049 
Total IVa 126 6152 122 977 110 848 138 591 116 577 57 886 51 741 64 886 83 374 1_106 154 
Total IVb 62 288 63 695 62 761 65 594 34 030 31 457 34 361 39 072 49 197 -i· _ 7~- ~::__ 
Total IVc 1 972 1 127 554 418 71 94 501 433 833 157 
WG total catch cl 287 099 307 689 401 053 334 888 219 953 170 804 14q 635 218 924 207 914-· 227-·77;-
*)provisional 
a)Figures from Norway do not include haddock caught in Rec. 2 fisheries. For 1973-1974 Rec. 2 fisheries were officially reported 
but have been deducted in the figures given here to make a consistent data series. 
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r c:;hl P...il...3. VIRTUAL POPIJLATION JH.ALYSIS 
~WRTH SEA HADDOCK (FISHING AREA l 1/) 
"'F.AN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK UNIT: 
-------------------------------
1 9/3 1974 1 9/) 'I Y7o 
;j 0. U4L, tJ. (J~4 i.J.U%11 u. U'l.) 
1 n. '126 n. 12 ~ CJ. 'I n·l [1.12) 
?. U. 24U u.no u. 2 41 lJ.224 
s n. 3/2 n.343 0.3':>6 fl.4n11 
4 U.':><:::'i 0.':>4u u. 4) u LJ.)UY 
n.649 n.:·WI) (]. 61Hl rJ.) 1',[1 
() u. ns l) .1)9) 'I • 2 '• ':J u. t9 .s 
7 1 • nt,t, 0.953 ., • 124 1. H7o 
IS 1. 3U2 1 • s 1?. 'I. uy.:, 1 • 1/H) 
') 2. 7 '34 2.301 'I. 12.4 ., .?3'::> 
'I•! 1. 7?..6 ?. • '>I) ( ?..?.lY (' • . S:S lJ 
11 + ?. • n;:n 4.1 4 ;-; 2. 0) 6 2. ':>? ( 
K I L. U (] R A 1\l 
'I 'In 1<}(8 IY?Y 
u.ulli u.tJll.J U .LJUY 
n. ·1 r~t~ n.143 fl. 11':14 
u .2 t,l_; u. 2 ':> :; u ./US! 
0.34 t. 'l. 4'1) f].Lr:Sr«! 
u.:;.9ll u. 1;44 u. t) ;~) 
fJ.o nv n.6Y) 1). b)., 
u.os ll.?V;i u ./'1?. 
1 • fl':/6 n. y;:t, 'I .072 
'I • l ;J:5 1.3VI 1 •. , 6.5 
'J.Y/3 'I • ~'I Lt 1.Y.i'i 
·1. ouL, 1.'n 5 ?. •• , jLJ 
:, • I 'In 'I • ·"~ [11) 1 • 3 'I() 
·1 y~n 'I '-} ,') 1 
U.U1?. U .IJ'JI; 
n.n97 ().I If?. 
U.2l9 u.z ::.fl 
n.4f>Y (1.406 
IJ. '( 1 ~~ U.J34 
n.K62 1. 1.53 
I'. '14 / ., .':Jo4 
1 • 391 1. 211 
1 • I' b 1 1 • ( LJ3 
1. 'I (')8 1. 84 2 
?.Li29 'I .ou8 
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'1JtH1A:>s HlTALS iP:IT: TOJ<'H:S 
All VALUES AKF. GIVtll FOP J /HlUII•< Y 
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u 32) 146? o?.lYY615 ).)'){J{;j c>(.5L:~t 1 ? u o a 4 o 1 nu •.: a u .5) 5.:>2 .){ ,5_5)6.50 /? (o4!_1, 13?oo t'l ...... *+++++ 2695318* 1 ?5)441 Zc,nx:> 44 4) yy,' 9:5 ~·.; ;~CJL'I s 0 4 j f15 9.53t..::.z ., ·1 :-;r-:c 13 (1 r:3 ;·Lr~>}, 1 !.4 n I 'I?. 12511-~1 /5'1863 223S40l$ ? 1:~1JoLdU ;> 'l.~ :i 1 u ]U)1)04 I,;·; t' ( / ,J ., (b IJ)') ? _$.-:;4 ., l/ ~))1.;.)) {)) ($41 'I 1lJ'I ~/4 u 'I ~>.So?.>? t6cs8u 1n61472 
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') (Y,f)7 t.? :~1 26?.? 'I 4)21',4 Cl 'f) '·I 'I/) il..:. 4 '•4) 1)4 (i6? i:~ )t' ., 'I 1 i) ·1 c,)l; 24356 41231:1 6 6?.Yiu ? '~ :.:) LJ 1 .:.b) ( c J d 'I.JlJIJ] ? 1 u~: )/+ (llo. 1:54 7? I~ uS I. I 4- '-1 2 o9 7 1 21 85 7 ??4 7 1 ti) 7(, ·~ ')) (J 7 :~ C' I :~o ?. \1 r· :: /J4 ., (1;.'(-, 41~9 ) t;( ) 74 3~39 
,J 5 11 /:5-; 4 ., '.1 {' ., 7 ., 
.56/ {(( 0 15'-1 / '..J6 c :...? 1U1 'l) 1 1146 9 1113 161 .)'};' 'I 'I ~'4 
·"n ?1 4 l' Ye. 'I>$::> ':11 '::>2 .sn .S64 
'I U 1 'J !{ )Y 11/ ll) ,!_ '19 
''4 () 1i'd 29 ?.L. 1) 11 9 
'I l + Y7 1) i1 ) 5 1'17 5( 64 <.) 4 '~ 6 1 b 2U 
-.:J TOTAL ) /6 4 ) ) s y 0 5 .>l L.. l r_, () 4 ( 5 {j u (J .:) ) .) (j) l y 2 l u ($ 0 2 7 ~·1<HH6Y' )?14/)) .569::>1~~ .5Y.:>II::>U 33Ub(d9 0 tJO 
I SPS Nil 1 7516?. '} Y7n2~4 1341~67 !l6'::>sn1 ~1Ui'1 4~5?'1·'; 4Y:5c4':l X1 /,6 71 1 31 1'-J .s 5 7?/.o.H TOT. RI I) r1 7ftd1Su5 u1 fl59 s oo? .$15/ o 'J1J /nz 3942'::>7 326n7:> 32!..)'7( ,, rll 7 35 46KZY~ 4 734 31 
SF'S RIO 1 511!6 I[, .53? U2 'I .So 114U )<)'} )90 .SU'J221 1 ?L,,'J':d 1 7·;1'1 JU ??.S6dd ltZU':I t7 33::>.5?$) 
* 1967 excluded 
Table 11.6 Input data for catch pPedictions fop HADDOCK North Seil.. 
Stock H.C. landings 1982 Discar·ds 1982 Ind. 1c:ndings 1982 Age 





- - 15 185 .072 .015 351 120 .011 
1 .102 7 226 .299 .007 93 6'71 .197 .095 195 924 .039 
2 .267 37 859 ,.355 .406 31 850 .248 .3U 14 285 .211 
3 .430 211 332 .492 .768 49 360 . 271 .180 14 202 .361 
4 .664 45 109 . 786 .947 1 841 .264 .039 1 660 .640 
5 .843 5 817 1.126 1.038 
-
- - 462 
. 735 












9 1.873 31 2.544 1.04 
- -
- - I -




11+ 2.284 14 2.416 ,0.90 - - - -
-____j _____ L.__ 
i "'ish' I 165 475 41 308 
I 20 988 tonnes I I 
--
1983 = 
Recruitment at age 0: 1984 
695 318 X 10-J 
695 318 X 10-3 






























Reference Period: 1977 - 1982 
H~C. catch Discards Ind. catch 
2) Fl) 




.000 .060 .340 .011 
.263 .286 .050 .167 .277 .039 
.779 .361 .448 .215 .110 .180 
.962 .471 .852 .253 .074 .309 
1.036 .666 .970 .338 .043 .502 
1.030 .852 .997 .420 .029 .606 
1.029 1.031 .984 .284 .010 .829 
1.091 1.254 .000 
-
- -
.935 1.520 .000 
- - -




.935 1.891 .ooo 
-
- -
. 935 2.595 .000 
- - -
-
1) Rescaled to = F 82 




Table 11.7 Management Options: HADDOCK in the North Sea 
1983 
Spawning F Total Management 
Stock stock (2-6) land- Option for Stock 
J3iom. biomass H. C. ings 1984 :Biom. 
455 345 .968 182 :F84 = o 450 
:F84 = 0.2 :F83 
:F84 = 0.5 :F83 
:F84 = l.O :F83 
:F84 = 1.5 :F83 
:FB4 = 2.0 :F83 
--------
--· -···-
Weight in 1000 tonnes 
Recruitment 1983-84 R0 = 2 695 318 x 103 Stock :Biomass = fish at age 0 and older 
Spawning Stock :Biomass = fish at age 2 and older 





















F values relate to the Human Consumption Fishery (Landings - Discards) only 









































DK (Engl. and Wales) 
DK (Scotland) 
DK (N. Ireland) 
USSR 
Total VIa 









5 141 3 979 
- -
15 18 





2 187 1 512 
17 631 9 583 
- -
110 364 
28 830 17 970 
40 198 33 342 
- L._ -·-··- --·---
-





- - - -
2 328 3 026 3 401 4 255 
9 - - -
3 30 + 20 
599 1 115 616 441 
19 30 28 13 
- 3 7 13 
20 
- - -
- - - -
1 214 1 971 3 827 2 805 
8 973 11 992 11 422 9 629 
- - -
-
495 533 - -
13 683 18 758 19 301 17 176 














1 654 1 279 
7 459 8 198 
- + 
- -
14 830 13 035 
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Tnhl"" 12 • .1:_ VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
HA f'lD 'lC K If\! F I S f' 1 !<' G A f{ E A V I A ( N w • COAST 0 F S C 0 f LA tW , "l. IKELAI~D) 
FIS~ING ~ORTALITY COEFFICIENT UNIT: Year-1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIE~T = U.cU 
-----------------------------
.1913 1974 1')7) 1'176 1'F/7 19/~ .1'-rt') 1<,1;:\l; 1 't 61 1':1152 1Ylt-l:SZ 
11 (). 111 11.1?. n. 16 0.1 6 0. 07 n. tlO 0. 01 n.nn o. o·1 0.0025 o.nz 
1 ·1. U6 0.59 l), ()l) ., • 3) U.99 u. 36 U,:>l u. 07 Ll.U? u. 1 ~ u.37 
?. n. :>5 n.~3 n. o':l 0.5~ 0.7'1 0.40 o. 1:>3 0.3~ n.37 0.54 (].54 
.) U.67 0.84 il. bl U.7') U.:>3 U.43 u.n U.79 U./5 U.64 u.64 
'· 
f). 52 n.~1 n. tn 0.6u n.n O.b) 0.3:> 1. no n.6?. 0.75 lJ.73 
') U.66 D. 3'1 0.6u U.7':1 u.o7 1,U1S U.9l u. 18 u.ol U,/4 J.lZ 
6 •J.I')fl n.s4 !l. 71 f1.63 rJ.67 fJ.Y2 ., • 0'1 1 • 1 n n.o7 1 • 111 1).1{0 
7 u.uo 0.92 0.21 U.3.S U,t,7 U.IJ/ U.d2 U.9i' 1. us U.d9 u.8:> 
11.41 3. ()f, 1. 1 n 1 • 6 ') O.<.JP. 1. b2 ~.) 7 n.3s 0.42 ., • 52 ., • 25 
') u.u~ 1. o·1 ?..12 U.l:>':l u. 2 5 0.(2 u.4':1 U.du U.45 u.o7 u.5o 
1, 11.1n n.7fJ n. 7r ().70 n.~n n.tn ll. t>C 0.90 n. 'I !"J 0.9n 0.:15 
11+ u. i'IJ o. 7 u 0. 1U u.lu u.oll U.I:.U U,6U o. 9 u u. 'ILl U,<JO U.l:>) 
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Table 12.6 Input data for catch predictions for HADDOCK in Division VIa. 
Stock H.C. landings 1982 Discards 1982 Ind. landings 1982 
Age 




133 .038 .0025 
1 .170 247 .285 .003 15 002 .155 .177 
2 .286 1 324 .369 .145 3 620 .238 .395 
3 .445 45 684 .452 .402 26 962 .247 .238 
4 .714 7 900 .754 • 735 160 .363 .015 
5 .916 887 1.126 .74 
6 1.185 106 1.539 1.01 
7 1.327 268 1.548 .89 
8 1.481 284 1.514 1.52 
9 1.665 30 1.738 .67 
10 1.573 12 2.068 .90 
ll+ 1.670 1 1.543 .90 
I-I eight 29 228 9 910 
tonnes 
1983 : 173 286 X 10-3 
Recruitment at age 0: 1984 : 173 286 X 10-3 















Reference Period: 1977 - 1982 
H:C. catch Discards Ind. catch 
Fl) 2) w Prop. w F w 
ret. 
.021 (.443) .ooo .055 
.397 .276 .175 .140 
.579 .368 .427 .224 
.687 .478 .823 .277 
.783 .718 .988 .300 
• 772 .918 .998 .284 
.858 1.188 .997 .308 
.912 1.327 .ooo -
1.341 1.481 .ooo 
-
.601 1.665 .ooo 
-
.912 1.573 .000 -
-912 1.670 .ooo -
1) Rescaled to FAV = f 82 





Table 12.7 Management Options: HADDOCK in the West of Scotland 
1983 
Spawning F Total Management 
Stock stock (2-6) land- Option for 
Eiom. biomass H.C. ings 1984 
99 82 
-736 38 F84 = o 
(F83 = F84 = 0.2 F83 F82) 
F84 = 0.5 F83 
F84 = 1.0 F83 
F84 = 1.5 F83 




Weights in 1000 tonnes 




Exploitation pattern 1983-84 based on 1977-82 average 
1984 
Spawning F Total 
stock (2-6) land-
biomass H.C. ings 







land- land- Discards 
ings ings 
0 0 0 
7-1 0 1.8 
16.1 0 4.2 
27.4 0 7-5 
35-5 0 10.2 
41.3 0 12.5 















Table 13.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Division VIb, 1973 - 1982. 








































48 911- 49 830 
49 288 49 928 
1976 1977 1978 1979 
33 
- - -
8 3 11 20 
4 4 3 4 
- - - -
- - 61 -
- + 4 16 
- - - -
- - - -
2111 2 694 2 365 1 654 
640 297 2 060 548 
40 474 
- - -















6 261 9 005 
l 051 27 
-
-

































Table 14.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions VIId and VIle, 1973-1982. 
(Data for 1973-1981 as officially reported to ICES) 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1':)77 1978 1CJ79 1980 1981 
1 + + + 1 
- 1 + 2 
- - - - 2 22 21 15 
-
208 487 868 405 438 356 333 298 420 
-
- + - - - - - -












135 113 99 45 29 22 51 59 119 
2 33 3 -
- -
- - -
359 633 971 450 474 400 406 372 541 



















Table 14.2 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k, 1973-1982. (Data for 1973 to 1981 as officially reported to ICES) 
Country "1972 1973 1974 1975 . 1976 1977 1978 1979 
I Belgium 45 65 35 33 19 13 5 2 
Denmark 






- - - -
France 6 456 5 524 6 057 4 583 3 726 2 244 1 479 1 931 
Germany, 
- 1 
-Fed.Rep. + 3 - - -
Ireland 1 103 1 348 829 507 287 153 111 155 
Netherlands 56 12 2 4 14 1 
- 16 
Poland 
- 62 143 
- - - - -
Spain 733 890 1 100 
- - 294 
- -




- - - 8 22 
USSR 253 24 456 1 290 183 -
- -
Total 




































Table 15.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Sub-area IV, 1973-82. (Data for 1973-81 as officially reported to ICES.) 
-,.------·-
Country 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
-
Belgium 3 387 3 156 3 270 2 640 3 275 
Denmark 73 928 109 654 61 941 116 973 46 479 
Farce Islands 1 453 1 126 764 1 262 472 
France 20 353 19 825 20 079 19 557 17 592 
German Dem. Rep. 5 
- 3 18 
-
Germany, Fed. Rep. 403 454 446 302 461 
Ireland 
- -
- 4 9 
Netherlands 8811 12 057 14 078 12 274 9 406 
Norway a) 39 58 55 71 33 
Poland 7 1 002 888 509 445 
Spain 119 110 65 18 
-
Sweden b) 2 328 2 440 255 153 341 
UK(England & Wales) 4 592 5 519 5 246 5 112 6 185 
UK (Scotland) 20 756 25 274 27 969 26 167 33 017 
USSR 3 522 2 978 5 098 5 612 2 413 
Total Sub-Area IV 139 703 183 653 140 166 190 672 120 128 
Total Div. IV a 29 616 76 761 75 444 lOO 001 61 499 
Total Di v. IVb 96 678 87 842 41 930 69 908 42 911 
Total Div. IVc 13 409 19 050 22 792 20 763 15 718 
WG total catchc) 364 740 351 266 290 589 345 951 294 635 
-- L. x) Provisional figures. 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982x) 
3 304 3 941 3 153 2 623 2 277 
15 741 41 965 17 916 16 430 31 103 
42 581 21 12 9 










11 030 13 417 14 389 14 600 11 220 
64 49 27 27 15 






... 31 16 9 11 
7 542 7 581 6 778 5 964 4 723 




103 443 141 284 109 412 96 409 102 638 
42 837 48 554 42 529 33 799 35 015 
40 943 68 775 41 156 40 145 55 791 
19 663 23 955 25 727 22 465 11 832 
178 773 234 947 225 221 192 173 134 375 
-






TAh le 15.2 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
N 0 R T H S E A W HIT IN 1; ( F I S HI N G A R E A I V ) 
CATCH IN NU:'i!BEHS UNIT: THOUSANDS 
----------------
1 9 72 1973 1 '174 1 ')7~ 1')16 1977 "I y i'8 1 97'1 1Y~n 1 ') 81 "I ')82 
J 55.5426 17564~ ::>I U11 2 2.5')14.2 424).59 6649b) 6~6?. ~2 4/7615) 332.513 )4.52'13 'l 021592 
'1 93~807 11561106 7':) 46 72 '))6417 4 7 86 51 1111 71 'j 1 41 152 82 61')543 321/04 1 9 8342 '196694 7. 311317 6645/::U 9/46'11 4U1:512 11'141/3 4~Ut.uu 33::>'14::> 4666154 4.57/155 354'11U 1Uo175 3 42449 1 314Y4 22R625 29Yo52 1 6"1 1 54 ?61915) 2034 'i'.l 211648 282)'11 261111 nnss 4 5390 1 509Y .S2UY4 )49/SZ (b 44 7 31 54 [J oY'l .5) Ro2.SU 1S34'19 9.Suo3 15o3Uo 5 58341': 3136 4~ 16 Y'J73 I 3.3'1? •j xzyz /61 g zsoxz 3811SS 21lfl1 24'179 6 15328 17 52 7 1n.s 7'/':'Ji 2716 4(dl ::>.5 Ci I 311) dU27 1 U'll:l6 o.S7':i 7 37>l7 ?.?.9? 5~1.2 1 ., 0 )45 4fl6 ·14a 117'1 /55 '1/61 '1/16 
.-5 242 31 0 .5::>2 '13155 ~-} ,l 1o/ 24::> 194 5415 24U .s 66 ·~ 61 115 52 'I '• 2 2 Y1 4 7 b 45 30 58 IIJ 137 4it 1'1 2 23 1:55 l 1 '13 .56 23 1 'I+ rJ I] 0 0 '1 3 0 -, 5 1 7 
fOIAL 1921S2<;;' .2"166264 25/?.':i3o 1Y7U51U 221'16/d 24i'97U::> '172to2Y 1~91.57Y 15U':J4::>U 14846'14 16.5.546 
CD 
..p. 
Table 1~-2 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTH SEA WHITING (FISHING AREA IV) 
MEAN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK Ut; IT: 
-------------------------------
1 9 72 19 73 1 974 1975 
;] o.oa o. 02 7 u.uz o U. U3U 
1 fl.IJ71 0.084 n. n71 0.100 
2 o.zuo 0.1 66 U.149 U.214 
3 n. 2 8o 0.278 0.2~:d 0.?.75 
4 u.3r5 0.313'1 Ll. S76 U.36Y 
5 o. 41 7 0.45Y 0.463 0.46) 
6 0.519 0.4 513 u.s21 U.353 
7 (). 5 73 n. 5 4.>l 0.543 0. 81 8 
cl 0.?42 0.73b U.71!;7 U.596 
't ().809 o.9n4 'I. 033 o. 71 0 
1 I) 0.1368 0 .1:!62 U.<tSti 1 • U22 
11 + n.r.n') n.noo n.non n.aoo 
K I LOGR Af1 
1Yl6 1977 'I Y 113 1'179 
u. 1..) 19 u. U1 9 u.u1u o.u09 
0.107 o.nYo 0. 0 '14 n.on 
U.lY4 u.no U.HS) u .1 65 
O.C.Y4 0. 2 b"d 0 .23'1 0.25Y 
u.359 u. 37, u.33l U.313 
0.44'1 0. 44'-i f1.460 1).434 
U.)12 lJ.Itl$3 u .lt62 0.4 92 ().4 4fl 0. 5 32 0.514 o. 541 
U.l+57 U • .S32 U.6~Y u. 61 ( 
0 .o ')2 0.932 0.741 ().66'} 
U.917 0. '·4 u 1 .152 Ci U.731S 
0.0011 0.941 n.ooo f1.521 
1Y"d0 1 y 81 
U.ul3 CJ. u·14 
0.082 n.OY1 
U.1 I 13 U.165 
0.2 55 0.241 
u •. B7 0.33l) 
0.346 ().411 
U.4~6 0.4 .53 
0.4/2 0.)7/+ 
U.62 0 O.o62 
0. 5611 n.Y14 
U.795 1 • u 51 
















TAhl ~ ~;k4 VIRTUAL f-'OPIJLATIOr' AN.AL)SI<; 
N 0 R T H S f. A W f-1 I T I N 1j ( F I <; H I N 1; A R F A I V) 
FISHING 110RTALITY COEFFICIENT UN IT: Year-·1 N AT l: K A L M 0 K r A L I T Y C 0 E fF IC It tiT = U.2U 
-----------------------------
l '1/? 197.5 19/4 'I '17) 1'176 1'10 j')(l:$ 1 '17'1 1'760 ·1 Yd1 ., 982 1 977-1:$2 
, n. 14 n. n9 n. 1 s 11.11 n. 16 f1.2Y 0. 27 0.?6 f1.47 0.46 o. 1 7 u.32 
1 u.55 D. 4 'I U.bb U.4U u.35 u. ·r .5 n. 2 Y f1.43 0.2R 0.57 0.30 0.43 
2 f). <56 o. 9 .~ ·1. U4 u.92 ., • 18 u. -( u U.'.:>/ U.62 U. o1 u.S7 u.70 U.63 
-z 0.70 1 • 1 7 1 • 1 y '1.11 'I • .52 1. 0 5 0. 14 O.KY f).';/9 O.Y4 o.n 0.93 
4 lJ.65 IJ.5tt 1.1n 1. '12 '1.·1g 1 • l.JY u. 91 U.84 1 • 1 7 1. 1) 1. IJU 1.03 
5 "1.0'1 1. 04 n. :;:-s ') • 1 2 0.95 1. 07 o. ~7 1. f16 1.24 'I. 7..4 1. 22 1 • 1 2 
6 1 • 1 9 1. uu 1. 92 2.25 1. .56 1.13 1 • 1() 1 • 1 7 1 • .54 1. 6U 2. 01 1 .4U 
7 2. 21) 1. 44 '). 20 1 .1 6 1. 27 fl.l6 I. 49 O.Y3 1.07 ., • 41 1. 70 1.23 
3 U.l:$4 1. 74 U.94 1 • 11 u. (1 2.TI 1. 7 6 U.IH 1. '14 1. .53 'I. S4 1 • 71 
<} 0.54 1. 41 ?.65 1 .4.5 (). 75 0.26 ., • 52 n.4i' o. sn 0.52 .I. 72 0.83 
'I U l. uo 1.Uu 1 • U(J 1. ll u 'I • UIJ 1.UU ., • uu ·1. IJU 1. uu 1.llli ., • Uu 1. ou 
11 + 1. on 1.nn 1. no ·1. no 1. f) n 1. 00 1. n n ·1. no 1.on 'l.fJ!l 1.no 1.(10 




Ti1h l ~ 15._5 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTY SEA W~"ITI:\:G (F!S.YING AREA IV) 
STOCK SIZE IN NUMHERS UN IT : r HO US AND S 
SIOMASS TOTALS UNIT: TONNF.S 
ALL VALUES AI{E GIVEN FOH JANUAHY 
1Y12 19 73 1 9 74 1 975 H76 19/7 1':17~ 1'17':1 l':ld0 1 'I d1 1 '1152 1':1153 
0 45RK703 22R2263 4504~24 2457057 .:Sn/':1136 2939046 3142~8~ 2288004 9 71 641 16037H6 /241 07 ******** 1 ?43<W.:S7 32SiS1d2 1FiiYt26 5'1?4:>31 1796US6 ?13H53G 1HUH426 1Y56U57 1443o13 491750 H2 6U4 7 5UU'l66 2 59?852 1'15563'1 1631,'.Fl5 12':J762 1140H7? Hl4!15/:l9 8451J42 11045 9'1 1 n45170 8926 74 2301)37 49':1522 3 t,lH63 2U6H7U 55'5:524 4/U3Yo 25i'UY9 43791~ 1.22 9 ~5 3>.S9/I:S5 41J/UI7 464/U7 41.52 64 93526 4 1 232 7 372?.':J 52>$"16 :·H\333 1 ')lJ':J34 s·1n1 7 1251:\IHJ 164n-, 130/16 14'1615 141:5206 126987 
'j 1 UliU39 527':J 1 6Y 6'1 14/55 2 sssu 3U11 o 1 42 od 41532 SdU.51.l 35UI:S6 3C:S342 44639 6 129'16 3nn52 1534 ':1516 3Y 44 7437 ~41 ') 48':17 11 /36 1 3 71 0 7873 )1268 7 4546 3244 9l;29 nu 6Zll H2 9 'I '176 2119 1248 2':J12 2255 1564 ,q 464 414 62~ 2234 47 H$9 316 363 ol$6 352 5 02 337 9 1 59 1 64 SY 2 Q'j oUO H 1 u 44 125 61 7o 8/:S ., q 255 7b 33 3 59 232 12 2 a 62 3)1 1'1 1 ., + ij u u u ij ) u J q 2 12 1 6 
TOTAL ~o 7~47099 6Y794n4 ~28314o 6':142'77~ 1n01697 o646527 6368~22 5952127 4150~c:sn 3656336 239075'1 SI-'S <H) au3biJ .,,,31:!95'7 2uoiS1'1/ '13113Wt 112o)u5 156~9~1.J 14'l<>YLlo 1701:SU61 113Stt26 1S54Ml1 TOT .rnor1 475611 











9 1 56 
1 0 42 
11 + 1 
61 7541 6115~ >l':J 
2R?.233 36 7tl4n 
(2 u?.g?. 714245 5946 72 47o446 56~~94 512.SUd 39/U97 

























ll+ • 778 
Height 
tonnes 














w (kg) F Nxl0-3 
- -
20 337 
.188 .02 58 647 
.231 .24 29 375 
.284 .46 57 116 
.336 .65 19 890 
.407 .94 3 243 
.474 1.61 373 
.530 1.68 23 
.710 1.54 
-

























724 107 X 103 
2 700 X 106 
2 700 X 106 
Ind. landings 1982 
Nxlo-3 w (kg) F 
82 555 .025 .14 
128 141 .038 .19 
40 796 .133 .27 
68 246 .232 .28 
10 489 .319 .12 
2 444 .366 .12 
901 .676 .28 




















Reference Period: 1977 - 1982 
H:C. catch Discards Ind. catch 
F1} 2) w Prop. w F w 
ret. 
.021 .146 .ooo .060 .301 .014 
.205 .200 .092 .127 .248 .054 
.430 .233 .393 .170 .248 .147 
.774 .282 .683 .209 .242 .250 
1.006 .347 .847 .240 .136 .362 
1.155 .424 .889 .268 .093 .463 
1.475 .480 .964 .317 .089 .482 
1.362 .527 .996 .275 .019 .479 
1.900 .607 1.000 - .021 .503 
.934 • 761 1.000 - - -
1.125 .999 1.000 - - -
1.125 .730 1.000 
- - -
1) Rescaled to FAV = F82 





Table 15.7 Management Options: YJHITING in the North Sea 
·1983 
Spawning F Total Management 
Stock stock (2-6) land- Option for 
:Biom. biomass H.C. ings 1984 
285 176 .968 93 FO.l 
jji 
max 
jji84 = jji83 
F84 = o 
F84 = 0"2 F83 
F84 = 0.5 F83 
F84 = 1.5 F83 
jji84 = 2•0 jji83 
Weights in 1000 tonnes 
Recruitment 1983-84 R0 2 700 000 x 10
3 











Spawning Stock :Biomass = fish at age 2 and older 
























F values relate to the Human Consumption Fishery (Landings - Discards) only 
H.C. Indust. 
land- land- Discards 
ings ings 
12 46 9 
24 44 18 
45 41 38 
0 47 0 
12 46 9 
27 44 20 
58 39 52 
















Table 16.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Division VIa, 1973-1982. 




Farce Isl. 5 










Spain 1 540 
UK(Engl. 
&. Wales) 91 
UK(Scotland ) 9 796 
UK(N.Ireland) 
-
Total VIa .6 646 
*)provisional 

















1975 1976 1917 1978 
l 14 - -
- - -
119 
30 2 - -
2 763 3 655 3 395 3 610 
- 31 - -
62 l l 2 
2 429 3 255 2 752 2 080 






l 871 821 763a) 
-
132 244 520 669 
12 668 16 658 9 873 8 174 
- - - -
















10 613 7 386 
-
-




































Table 16.2 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
WHITINIJ IN FI.SHING AREA VIA (NW. COAST OF SCOTLAND, N. II<ELAND) 
CATCH IN NUMBERS UNIT: THOUSANDS 
----------------
1 963 1964 1965 1':166 1967 1968 'I Y6Y 1970 1 y 71 1Y72 1973 1974 
1 11263 2214 69UU 1 61:!<:> 5343 7241 I:!~ I 664 2.5:55 1 6668 1 3 71 ~ 9031 
2 23~YO 32114 6070 1 04 71 261:!:::,8 16452 2514 8 6773 I:!SY3 11Y73 3o39:> 5UI79 
3 3126 1104 7 434'13 a1<t 10949 923:~ 1:!6215 28090 4032 4022 5583 1001 8 
4 753 142 'I 4e>UU 2152 02 /19 36~Y 2564 323/ 331:!60 1357 14 71 11 6 5 
5 25?. 481 389 "I 862 135Y8 325 '1204 664 1300 14832 359 1 82 
6 36 14Y 1 U3 "1137 6"13 5037 11 ~ 211 !.Sit 797 4330 42 
7 n 56 16 34 116 328 2106 1 7 67 79 278 830 
6+ 4 4 5 1 iS S3 39 21Y 519 ., ~1 7U 36 31 
TOTAL 39324 47486 61 716 446R7 5 8429 42313 408.74 40175 5 03 72 4':1798 62167 72U78 
1':17 5 1976 19 n 1'>'71'5 1'179 198(1 1 y 81 "1982 
1 14 9.51 1:!52 0 168.57 1 n12 o322 11631 .5191 3U74 \.0 
2 16.762 46 222 1 3325 1 (.{"! Tl 34233 1147'1 25862 5842 1-' 
3 362 44 1 5 711 25(;"(1..) 667U 132."12 15216 11 :>U"I 29636 I 
lt 2 811 1 7433 31 25 Y38'1 33'12 4307 4153 6 889 
s 279 1 513 4(11 931 3492 12U5 1 546 2U44 
6 57 65 292 142 '1 264 1120 450 799 
7 9 14 13 64 .514 Cl5 1 97 258 
!)+ 237 4:::, 1 [) 5 9 84 ~ 95 
TOTAL 71.Bll 89529 o2583 ~437( o1351:! 4512"1 4cS"I U:> 4863l 
TahlP~ VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
WHITI~G IN FISHING ARFA VIA (NW. COAST OF SCOTLAND, N. IRELAND) 
MEAN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK UNIT: KILOGR M1 
-------------------------------
'1963 196ft 1965 1966 1 967 196~ 1969 197U 1911 1972 1973 1974 
1 0.196 n .192 D. 21 8 D.23ll D. 2D4 0.206 0.1 n i). 206 0. 2 09 0.211 0.197 0.194 
2 0.2/6 0.?.1:5 U.2 ss U.2 44 U.240 u. 263 0. 223 n. 2no D. ~4 7 n .2 sa 0.234 0.216 3 ().380 0.3~2 U..312 lJ.:SZS U.319 0.3bb O • .S3S 0. z 7 3 o.z l7 0.346 0.362 0. 3115 
4 0.412 n.551 0.465 n.374 0.424 0.444 o.sno 0. 3 1'\1 0.316 0.369 0.479 o. 445 
o. 440 o. 629 u. 62 u U.b!J9 U.41?. !J.SS4 u.sn 0.517 U.4Z6 0.426 U.485 0.592 
6 0. 6"15 0. 74[) 0.16Y o. 72 0 0.639 0.53Y n. 649 0.61'} O.SS1 0.495 o. 5 33 0.640 
7 o.ouo o. 672 0.642 U.I:S16 u.o24 0. 7U1 U.61t.. 0.670 0.6'16 0.6Ll4 0.654 0.:>74 
:-3+ 0. ?'I fl 0.461:1 0. 75 3 0. 871 0. d7:~ 0. R54 0. 7C.5 0.66/ 1.0()6 0.713 0.750 0.843 
., 975 1976 1977 1'17~ 1'1/9 19iSO 19 81 1982 
1 0. 2 U9 0.2 01 U.2UU u. 1 9'1 U.c:'l~ U.172 U .1 9U 0.1 7 5 \.0 2 0.245 0.243 0.240 0.235 o.nz 0.23/:l 0.226 0.213 1\) 
3 0. 3U6 0. 311 U.293 U. 2 I:!S U. 3U6 0.324 U.ZI:lo 0.264 
I+ n. 412 0.363 0. 3138 o. 31lo 0.4 05 0.41Y 0.3 82 0.341 
5 0.652 o.sou U.429 U. S1 S u.s.56 U.41:l6 U.4U7 0.493 
6 11.612 0.691 11.623 0.54'1 0.691 0.4Y9 0.531 n. 5 02 
7 0.~53 1. 04 s u. <:i 53 u. 601 U.695 U.6)2 U. 54U 0.483 
~+ n.713 1 .169 1. 065 rJ.Y73 0.651 0.7~6 0.665 o. 5 84 
rabl e 16.4 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
WHITING IN FISHING AREA VIA CNW. COAST OF SCOTLAND, N. IRELAND) 
FISHING MORTALITY COEFFICIENT UNIT: Year-1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = 0.20 
-----------------------------
1 963 1964 1'165 1 966 1967 1968 1YoY 1Y70 1 y 7'1 1 972 '1973 1974 
1 U.Ll5 0.16 0.16 U.03 U.11 O.t.J4 u.us U.03 O.U9 U.2? u. 0~ 0.1 6 ~ n.63 0.21 n. 83 n.4o 0.94 0.59 U.H 0.63 U.'tS U.d3 'I. 03 u .4~ 3 U.70 n.6~ n.48 n.R6 f1.Y5 1. 07 0. 71 ().32 1. 02 1. 04 1. 33 0.94 4 U.64 0.83 o. 7J U.6o u.n 1.US 'j. us U.6S u.~? 1.2d ., • 65 1. 24 5 0. 77 1.20 o. s B 0.72 0.80 1.02 I. 36 n.>l8 0.59 1.12 1.78 1. 02 6 u.29 1. 75 0.94 U.61 u. ~l3 !) • (:51 1 • :>2 0.97 u. •,13 U.91 1 • 3lJ 1.23 7 o.no 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 0() 1. 00 1. 00 1.DO .,_ 00 1. on 1. 00 1. 00 6+ u.uu 1. ou 1.UlJ 1. ou 1. uO 1 • uu 1. uu 1. 00 1.UO 1. uo 1 • ou 1. uo 
( 2- 4)U (). 66 n.5g fl. 61.5 0.64 0.89 O.YO 0.65 0.5 3 0.86 1. 05 1. 34 U.88 
1 975 19 76 197l H78 1 Y79 1980 ., 9 81 1982 1977-1:52 
I 
1 U.12 0. 21 u. 2 s u. 2 u U.12 u. 11 U.23 u. 11> u. 1 8 \,.() \.).! 2 f1.49 0.62 n. 57 0.51 0.76 0.32 0.37 0.65 o. s 3 3 U."/6 1.2<5 0.63 U.6.3 U.l:$8 U. t;S U.6.3 0.97 U.I:S1 4 0.76 1.0~ 1. 01 0.90 0.78 0.83 o.n 1. 01 0.91 5 1. 26 1.3il 1. u.s 1. 02 1. U? Ll.71 u. ~u 1. 56 1.U4 6 1.13 1 • ?.7 1. 21 1. 09 0.96 1.37 0.65 1. 65 1 • 1 5 ? 1.UO 1. ou 1 .IJU '1. ou 1. uo 1. ULJ 1. uu 1. ou 1. uu 8+ 1. 0 f) 1.'10 1.00 1 • no 1. 00 1.PO 1. no 1.00 1. on 
( 2- i..)U Ll.67 lJ.9Y O.dU U.6d u.d1 0.7lJ u.o4 Ll.C:ll:S 
Tnbl P. ~6...5 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSI 
WHITING IN FISHING AREA VI.4.. Oiw. COAST o: SCOTLAND, N. If< EL AI~ D ) 
STOCK SIZE HJ NU:"'BER~ UNIT: fHOUSMJ Li': 
---------------------
BIOMASS TOTALS UNIT: TONNES 
--------------
ALL VALUES ARE GIVEN FOR 1~ J A NUAk Y 
1963 19 64 19o':J 1 Y6o 1 9o7 1 961:5 1Yo':l 1Yl0 1 ':111 'j 972 1':17 3 '1974 
24?.523 1 6762 :>lJ4<f'l 6U2 :i3 ~Sit ·19 2U~1..$o 2 U?. 42 219tl2 3U/ 1 4 93225 ., 94U7 ~ 6.7364 
2 55 ~1 3 .!R~396 11 72 ':1 35123 4 nFl7 4fl5:i6 1 631) l1 157l2 17!>9 8 2.5041 6132s 1 46 52 5 
.3 6741;!, 2t..331:S 125.535 41 ':13 1 9354 1 52 SLI 1 641$) 111519 61:$)9 o/ ss 6196 1lo81 
4 ., 731 !'733 10[)5':1 6.5631 1457 6108 42 '10 7431 66066 2033 1'}5 8 1 774 
s 5·1 1 741., 912 3951 269lJ1 5)1 1/ )1 1235 31Y1 23'111 464 30)1 
6 15 7 193 1 R3 44 8 1573 9'101 '163 370 42n 1 449 6419 64 
7 u 96 27 :id •J99 563 .5616 29 '115 1 36 477 '1425 
;J+ n 7 I) ::·1 57 67 3 76 891 259 120 62 53 
TOTAL tJO 3 074l:i 3 2396Y 'l Y8dU5 1 6 7oY4 1 )2?67 2i51133 212795 15923U 125U22 1 5 U6 7U 27297~ 235395 
SPS NO 6496n 2165fl~ ·14R3·14 1 n i'441 Y7347 72 9Y 7 1 92 5 52 137246 943U7 57445 . 7<:5YU'l 16dU32 
TOT .BIOr1 66547 54829 5 ·~ss :s 5flK76 4'1873 67930 520':17 42440 35425 3Y773 60493 5 22 so 




.1975 197o 1 97/ .19713 1Y79 19~U 19 81 1 982 1Y 63 1965-79 
1 5n246 5n495 713620 1fl5310 62511 124776 204 63 2fl486******** 8872R 
? 41ll16 1 09549 336o6 49942 70275 454<:5LJ Y1o7U 13342 14UU4 65.153 
3 74456 ?347o 4~36n 1 563 8 246 [)6 26QY) 2o922 51834 5 703 32438 
4 572~ 2 8 6?:5 5319 1 72 53 0~40 832<; 656/ 1176U 1 6Ll68 13708 
5 421 ?.1 ~3 7961 157:.) 5768 2575 zy 81 27o5 3507 41547 
b '11 96 t. ::>U 2 333 4o5 1622 1 U.52 1U63 4/9 14 5'15 
7 'IS 2ft 22 110 642 '146 338 4L,3 167 445 
d+ 4U7 71 1l 9 1 5 144 9 163 1 63 145 
TOTAL j·JO 2 7133~'1 214524 1744.15 .192'174 171123 210067 15 .I 'I 83 1 n1 8 77 
SPS tJC 12'151.)5 1 64 0? <; ':IS7Yo do/564 1 Ui:S612 85 2 91 1 31 52 u 81391 
TOT .AIOM 69041 55 735 1+3170 46012 4410[) 467Y1 3 15 82 26337 
SPS BI 0'1 31640 4 5586 2 i}lJ/,6 2SUS6 .SU4?3 Z53.5lJ 336Y4 22752 
Table 16.6 
LISf OF INPUT VARIARLES FOR THE ICES ~PEDICTION PROGRAM 
WHITING WST OF SCOTLAND ICES VIA 
FIRST YEAR: 19~3 






















4 7Y. n 
167.0 
·1 83. n 
F AT AGE* ,., 
u. 2'10 lJ.?. u 
!1.620 n. 20 
0.9~1] 0.2 0 
1. n 6n n .?. o 
1.?.20 I) .2 U 
1. 34n n.?.n 
1.1l0 0.2 u 
1 • 1 ?n n. 2 n 









1 • uuo 
·1. onn 
WEIGHT IN WEIGHT IN 
THE CATC 1i T liE STOCK 
kiloqram kiloqram 
u .1 92 0.1 92 









Table 16.7 Management Options: WRITING in :Division VIa 
1983 
Spawning F Total Management 
Stock stock (2-4) land- Option for Stock 
:Biom. biomass H. C. ings 1984 :Biom. 
17 13 0.88 8.2 FO.l 25 
:F84 = :F83 25 
:F84 = o 25 
:F84 = o.2 :F83 25 
:F84 = 0.4 :F83 25 
:F84 = o.6 :F83 25 
:F84 = 0.8 :F83 25 
:F84 = 1.2 :F83 25 
Weights in 1000 tonnes 
Recruitment 1983-84 R0 = 88 728 x 10
3 
Stock :Biomass = fish at age 1 and older 
Spawning Stock :Biomass = fish at age 2 and older 













Total H.C. Indust. 
land- land- land- :Discards 
























Table 12.8 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Division VIb, 1973-1982. 
(Data for 1973-1981 as officially reported to ICES) 
Country 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Denmark 






- - + - - -
France 62 
- - - - - - 3 
Germany, 
- - - - - - - -Fed.Rep. 
Ireland 











- - 3 2 5 1 + & Wales) 
UK(Sootl.) 1 + 12 15 5 24 2 59 
Total VIb 63 1 12 18 7 30 3 62 
L..--
*)provisional 




































Table 17.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of w.iiTING in Division VIId and VIIe in 1973-1982 
(Data for 1973-1981 as officia~1y reported to ICES) 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
1980 1981 
38 39 70 103 36 85 92 85 
102 
. - - -
18 - 1 2 585 6 2 
5 050 7 917 10 060 8 390 8 886 8 010 5 352 7 690 
8 842 
-
25 1 - - - - - -
- -
- -
11 12 - 13 -
42 12 14 5 1 2 1 
2 2 







5 647 8 572 11 400 10 020 10 276 9 148 8 960 
















Table :u_.2 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
WHITING IN THE ENGLI5H CHANNEL (FISHING AREAS VIlE AND VIID) 
CAT.CH IN NU:'lBERS UNIT: THOUSANDS 
----------------
'19/6 1977 197~ 1979 19/SU 19h'l 19~2 
'1 14rJ 0 'ISO 0 33 0 0 1 12727 13~4 i' 1 9949 /333 4Ji') 2764 :>~-, u 2 1313 13nrJ4 Y201 7'}82 116iU~ 1 fl6 i'O 1'1 0 oO 3 :>U/4 283~ 4649 4~41- ~1 U3 1 U831 12J9c:S 4 1 4'1 n 843 1~~6 2482 2037 8200 2786 5 521 2 53 4J~'S b3<} ~C3 32'17 'I 5U7 6 14 lt 6 ~V 93 ~~ 1 n44 5 85 i'+ 0 15 lJ 1 u (S 6o<S 'I 91 
TOTAL 212 ~ 9 3n8.S6 36026 23081 23165 37414 3433/ 
\.0 
\.0 
Table!.]..]~ VIRTUAL ~OPULATION ANALYSIS 
WHITING IN THE ENGLISH CHANNEL (FISHING AI<EAS VIlE AND VIID) 
MEAN WElbHT AT AGE OF THE S f OC K UNIT: KILOGRAI-1 
-------------------------------
'19/6 1 9 7i' 1'J(b 1'179 1 ')1)0 1 'l <::; 1 1962 
, n. 21 R n.2no 11.130 ll •. , 71l ll. 1 Y;i n.noo o.nnn 
1 D. 2b0 0.2 5d u. 2 U/ l). 2 9':1 U.2l.l? Li.15l u.·1 su 
2 0.374 0.347 0. 260 n.37'J 0.336 0.233 n. 2 01 
3 o. 4('9 U.49b u.~46 Ll.43) U.436 u.?. )9 U.l. IY 
4 n. 5 Y4 n.642 0.412 n. )1 H 0.461 n.2Y7 0.~3':1 
5 0.6':16 U.749 U.6615 ll.)94 U.::i~l:l o. 3/0 U.4U2 
6 0.742 n. 850 0.711 1 • (1) 2 O.b.33 ll.45S 0.431 





Table l:Z:-4 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
W H IT I N G I N T 11E E N G LI S H C HA N N E L ( F I S HI N G AH E.A S V II E AN D V I I D ) 
FISHING MORTALITY COEFFICIENT UNIT: Year-1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = 
-----------------------------
1976 1977 197o 1979 1<.J~U 19/s 1 1 9 ~2 1 9 77- ~2 
'l o.on !1.110 n.on 0.00 o.on 0.00 0.00 n.no 
1 LJ.36 D.4U U.4l lJ. 1 <.J U. Uti o.u9 LJ.32 U.26 
2 n."/5 n. 71 n. 4'1 1).33 0.4.'; 11.32 0.53 n.48 
3 1. 34 D."/0 U.S6 LJ. ft4 u. 3ft 1. ., u U.l2 U.64 
4 1. 36 n. 79 1. 03 11.63 0.35 1.37 0.91 0. 85 
'j 1.<.J6 0.94 1. 2o 1. 94 U.24 1. 3t: 1. UlJ 1. 1 3 
6 ·1. on 1.no 1. 00 1. no 1.r:Jn .,_ 00 1. 00 'I. Or:J 
I+ 1. uO 1.1JU 1. uu 1.0U 1. uo 1 • UlJ 1. uu 1. uu 





T2blP. lZQ VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
WHITING IN THE ENGLISH CHANNEL (FISHING AHEAS VIlE AND V!Ifl) 
STOCK SIZE IN NU 111BE R S Utl IT: THOUSANDS 
-------------
--------
BIOMASS fOTALS UtHT: TONNES 
--------------
ALL VALUES ARE GIVEN FOR 1 JANUARY 
'1976 1977 1978 1 979 1'1C:SD 19 ~1 19C:S2 1983 1976-79
 
[) 51926 6614 5 s 31 C:S 1 61351 42426 2616U u**-.1--~**** 581 :,1 
1 4S386 44563 5 6932 4563S s 2?50S 36436 22516 0 
48129 
? 147C:SS ?732 0 2S5C:S6 3U61 9 32497 41399 21:SC:S44 
141J17 24577 
3 l2 86 601 0 115 b6 13545 18986 17258 25783 14642 
9602 
4 2006 1 644 ?.5oo 56.76 1472 11632 4949 10802 
2'114 
5 638 441 641 786 2603 4551 2S 36 1
706 627 
6 ., z 5 77 1 48 1 51 913 17 57 984 I:W3
 127 
I+ 0 13 0 1 I '13 1158 321 413 
8 
TOTAL NO 122152 1 46214 1 5 06 2 2 157785 1 569UO 1404UIJ C:S5934 
SPS NO 24841 355(')6 4fJ5fl9 5o~mo 61o69 77754 63418 
TOT.BIOM 34 716 38652 30944 45151 47277 26224 19633 
I-' 


















Table 17.6 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k in 1973-1982. (Data for 1973-1981 as officially reported to ICES). 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
20. 124 75 83 97 60 37 26 31 61 
5 695 4 035 4 331 3 637 4 731 3 962 3 868 4 127 5 603 5 442 
- + - 2 
- 1 45 - + -
1 141 . 1 894 1 641 2 562 1 980 1 201 1 172 2 674 3 710 3 612 
377 2 080 915 66 112 86 63 3 4 21 
- 14 -
- - - - -
-
-




34 21 15 61 21 26 38 23 60 217 
- - - - - 2 1 1 80 1 
3 16 
- 64 2 
- - - -
-
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Figure 7.1 FISH STOCK SUMMARY COil Sub-area IV ooo• .... tlooooouoeooo .. u•n••ociiOC>Oo 











77 79 81 1983 Year 
C Long-te= yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points) 
63 
o. 1.0 






























































B Trends in spawning stock biomass (SSB) and recr~tment. 
~ 
1962 64 66 68 70 72 
Recruitment year class, SSB year 
D Short-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference poini.s) 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 


















E._" ~.·,u·e 8.1 F I S H S T CK SUMMARY COTI Tiivision VIa 








~~-~ !MtliJ ~ 
~ Long-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points) 


















































67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 
Recruitment year class, SSB year 
TI Short-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points 



































Figuxe 11.1 FISH STOCK SUMMARY HADDOCK Sub-area IV 
A Trends in Yield and fishing mortality (F) 
C Long-te= yield and sp21.1vning stock biomass 























·-[JJ §Hl3:l •1<'\ ~ •a 
cU r-1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 







































eeoeeet!e .. ..,,. ...... ,.., •• GooOo••c<l"" .. "-• 
(stock) 
B Trends in spawning stock biomass (SSB) and recruitment. 
Recruitment year class, SSB year 
D Short-te= yield and spaHning stock bior:Jass 
(indicate biological reference points) 


















Figure 12.1 FISH STOCK SU























A Trends in Yield and fishing mortality (F) 
C Long-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points) 
~ '" QJ -





- - ~ 













































































J3 Trends in spawning stock biomass (SSJ3) and recruitment. 
65 70 
Recruitment year class, SSJ3 year 
TI Short-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points) 








































.Figure 15 .l FISH STOCK SUMMARY North Sea WHITING 





Blr t w~q ~ d.s:: CJl 
·rl 
C Long-term yield and spawning stock biomass 



































B Trends in spawning stock biomass (SSB) and recruitment. 
70 72 
Recruitment year class, SSB year 
D Short-term yield and spawr1ing stock biomass 
(indicate biological ~eference points) 























































Figuxe 16.1 FISH STOCK SUMIVIARY WHITING Division VIa 
••••••CI•••o•e•o•••••••••occ• .. a• 
A Trends in Yield and fishil1g mortality (F) 
~ Long-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points) 
0.18 0.35 0.53 0.70 





























































Recruitment year class, 
D Short-term yield and spawning stock biomass 
(indicate biological reference points) 





0-Group I-Group Figure 18.1 CO]) 
Average relative abundance 
of 0-group, I-group and II 
group CO]) in the southern 
North Sea during the period 
1980-82 according to re-
search vessel surveys 
(1st quarter: IYFS; other 
quarters: ])utch GOV surveys) 
Symbols of increasing size 
indicate increasing per-
centage of total catch 
in the delineated area 







THE LEWY -METHOD 
The basic idea is to evaluate the development of the catchability for each fleet 
and age group separately. This is an advantage compared to the Gamma and Rho 
methods. Both these methods consider the catchability of the total fleet. Hence it is not possible to distinguish between technological developments in 
each fleet and changes in the total fleet composition, As, for example, the 
structure of the Scottish fleet has changed drastically since 1966 this improve-
ment might be important. Estimation of catchability on fleet disaggregated data 
should result in better estimates of F than are obtained using the Rho model. 
The Model 
---------It is assumed that 
F(f,a,y) = q(f,a,y)E(f,y) ............................ , .......... (l) 
where F denotes fishing mortality rate, q catchability coefficient, E the effort, f the fleet, a the age, and y the year. 
Contrary to the Gamma method q is assumed to be independent of the number of fish in the sea. 
According to (l) q can be estimated as follo;vs 
(f ) _ C(f,a,y) q ,a,y -- ························•••••••••••••••• N(a,y)•E(f,y) (2) 












a = 1,2, ••• ,A 
(Al ,A2) is the age range, v1here reasonable estimates of q are obtain-
able) 
f = 1,2, ••• ,Fl 
y=l,2, ••• ,Y 
Yl = the last year for which estimates of q are used in regression 
analysis 
and ~(f,a,y) denote catchability coefficients 
denotes fishing mortality rate for fleet f 
denotes catch in numbers for fleet f 
denotes fishing effort 
and FNEW(a,n) denote fishing mortality rates for total mortality 
rates for total international values 
denotes catch in number for total international values 
denotes the average number of fish in the sea 
Q~~E~!~!~£~~!-~~£~~~~~~ 
1, Input arbitrary values of F(a,Y) and F(A,y), 
a= l,2, ••• ,A, and y = l,2, ••• ,Y in the VPA 
2. Perform VPA 
3. Estimate 
(f ) _ C(f,a,y) q ,a,y - E(f,Y)•N(a,y) C(f,a,y)•F(a,y) Al<.=_a< __A2 , , . , , . , .... , . , :, ~' E(f ,y) •C(a,y) -
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4. Perform linear regression for each fleet and age group: 
q(f,a,y) = a(f,a) + ~(f,a)(y-y) 
5· Estimate q(f,a,Y) 
y=l,2, ... ,Yl 
6. Estimate F(f,a,Y) = q(f,a,Y)·E(f,y) 
7. Reestimate total international F in year Y 
( ) "h( ) Cta,Y) FNEW a, Y = '-fF f ,a, Y l:: C f ,a, Y) Al .3<A2 
f 
8. 
A2 2 5 
If r (FNEW(a,Y) - F(a,Y)) < 10- then stop else go to 2 ........ (4) 
a=Al 
The Variance of Terminal F 
--------------------------
From the computational procedure it is possible to calculate the variance and 
therefore the confidence limits of the estimated terminal F. 
Let the age group be given. 
For each age group we have that 
F(f,y) = E(f,y)•q(f,y) •• ... • • • ... ... .. .... .......... ... • ...... (5) 
FNEW(y) =I: :F(f,y) • c(y)/rc(f,y) ............................. (6) 
f f 
Assume that the effort, E, and the catches, C, are determined without any sampling 
or other errors, such that their variances are assumed to be zero. Assume further 
that the catches of one fleet is stochastically independent on the other fleets. 
As a consequence COV(F(f,y), F(g,y)) = 0. 
The variances of (5) and (6) are now 
VAR.{)(f,y)_) (E(f,y)) 2 VAR[~(f,y)J.. .... .. . .. .. . .. .. ... (7) 
VAR /fNEw(y)J = r VAI~CF(f ,yl] • (c(y);!:c(f ,y) ) 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. (8) 
f f 
The variance of the estimated catchability in the last year, q(f,y), is estimated 
by 
2 l (Y-y) 2 
2 VAR(q(f ,y)) = of (l + y·l + r (y-y) .... · ............. ·........ (9) 
y 
where o2 is the variance about the regression line. 
The variance (9) should be considered as a minimum value as the variances of the 
catches and the effort figures of course are bigger than zero. The variance of 
terminal F estimated in ( 6) is therefore a lo,ver limit too, 

